Looking to Sell or Let a property?
Why not give us a call on 0151 342 2444 or pop in for a cuppa and a chat.
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We are proud to announce that this issue celebrates 10 years in business.
The magazine was established in 2009 and our audited distribution, door-to-door
to over 16,000 homes and business, is the largest of any Wirral magazine.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank all our advertisers, contributors,
distributors and readers for their continued support over the last 10 years.
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Our audited distribution, door-to-door to over 16,000 homes
and business, is the largest of any Wirral magazine.

Welcome to the August 2019 edition of Heswall Magazine –
a bi-monthly publication dedicated to Heswall and district.
The magazine is circulated free to homes in Heswall, Gayton,
Pensby, Thingwall, Barnston, Brimstage, Irby, Thurstaston,
Caldy and Thornton Hough. That’s a guaranteed circulation
of 16,000 homes and businesses. Additional copies are also
available free of charge from Aldi in Heswall, Heswall Library
and selected retailers, bars and other outlets.

We welcome your views
Please let us know what you would like to see featured. If
you enjoy reading Heswall Magazine please let your family
and friends know: if not, let us know.
Heswall Magazine welcomes contributions relevant to the
local community from readers and we invite you to send
your stories and photographs to us:*
editor@heswallmagazine.co.uk
or by post to: Jon Bion, Editor, Heswall Magazine,
Whitfield Business Hub, 188-200 Pensby Road, Heswall,
Wirral CH60 7RJ. Telephone: 07796 945745
For all other enquiries, including advertising,
info@heswallmagazine.co.uk or telephone
Mike on 07584 064288 or Jon on 07796 945745.
* Photographs and original material are submitted at the sender’s risk and must be accompanied
by a stamped addressed envelope if you wish them to be returned. The publishers will not
accept responsibility for loss or damage.
Views expressed do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the magazine.
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25 years on: Is it still ‘Traffic before
People’ on the A540 in Neston?

Road safety campaigners have vowed to work collaboratively to
prevent more deaths and serious injuries on the A540 in Neston.
They met at Neston High School on June 22nd to remember
Andrew Fielding, who was a pupil at the school who died in a
crash at the junction of the A540 and Raby Park Road 25 years
ago. The commemoration event was opened by the Mayor of
Neston Cllr Dominic Roberts, who pledged continued support for
the campaign and extended sympathy to the Fielding family on
behalf of the town’s residents. He said that all interested parties
needed to ”redouble their efforts, remember Andrew Fielding, and
prevent any further tragedies on this stretch of road”.
This lengthy campaign has been led by Andrew’s mother, Pauline
Fielding, who spoke movingly about her ‘smiling and loving’ son who
was 18 when he was killed driving to a football tournament. The
driver who caused the crash left the scene and was never traced.
Mrs Fielding, a trustee and North West local group coordinator
for Road Peace, the national charity for road crash victims, has
campaigned tirelessly since Andrew’s death to reduce dangers on
the road and, in particular, make changes to the junction where he
died. She outlined the slow progress so far, especially the refusal
of government to include the A540 in the Major Road Network and
warned of the dangers of continued delay. She saw some light at
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the end of the tunnel after a meeting with Cheshire West and
Chester Council (CWaC) in January 2019 when they committed
the Council to getting a major scheme for the A540 prepared,
pending funding. But she said “much, much more” was needed,
and stated that “we need to work with the council now to turn
plans into concrete actions that will save lives”.
Mrs Fielding was followed by Justin Madders, MP for Ellesmere
Port and Neston, who pledged to bring up the issue of road safety
at the junction in Parliament at every opportunity. The current and
former head teachers of the school underlined the importance of
improvements to the A540 for the safety of pupils. Current head
Keith Simpson said that staff and parents will not use the junction,
and young people will not cross the road, and he urged action
“before anyone else gets a phone call that changes lives forever”
as the Fielding family had in 1994.
His points were reinforced by parents, who told the meeting that
they cannot allow their children to walk to school because of the
absence of a safe crossing of the highway. They also wanted the
environmental aspect of the road to be tested through a new
vehicle emission survey.
The event was essentially commemorative, but participants were
keen to share their knowledge and information and coordinate their
actions through the formation of a group that combines the efforts
of the Fielding family, campaigners for safer routes to school, the
Quarry Road residents, and Neston Town Council. This group will
convene shortly, energised by this event and the expressions of
support from politicians; the local politicians having included the
A540 improvements in their successful manifestos at the recent
elections. All those involved are determined to bring the campaign
to a successful conclusion, however long it takes.
Cheshire West and Chester Council’s Deputy Leader and Portfolio
Holder for Environment, Highways and Strategic Transport Councillor
Karen Shore said: “The Council is committed to maintaining and
improving highway safety for all roads users and has met with Mr
and Mrs Fielding and agreed to explore potential options at the
junction. A planned junction improvement scheme that will improve
existing signage and road markings is currently being designed and
anticipated to be complete by the end of the year. We are also
looking into more options going forward. Once we have completed
this work, we will be in a position to identify a preferred solution
and the Council, working with its partners, will explore funding
opportunities to make our shared goal possible.”

Divorce – the basics
Tom Fisher, a solicitor specialising in Family
Law at Jackson Lees’ Heswall office
discusses the basic questions that most
people have when considering divorce.
How long does a divorce take?

Tom Fisher

Usually an uncontested divorce takes about four
to six months to complete. However, any issues
you may have to do with children or finances
could mean it will take longer, often between
six and 12 months.

Can I get help to pay the mortgage and the bills?

Where will the children live?
The living arrangements for the children need to be carefully discussed
and considered when parents separate. In a lot of cases the parents
are able to reach an agreement about how much time the children will
spend with each of them. This might not be easy but remember that
although you have rights, more importantly the children have a right to
see their parents and to spend time with each of you.
If you would like to talk to one of our specialist family law
advisers, please call us free on 0808 302 4835 (also free to
call from mobiles) or email family@jacksonlees.co.uk or visit
our website www.jacksonlees.co.uk

Paying your mortgage and bills can be an immediate concern when
faced with starting divorce proceedings. Your focus should be to agree
a level of interim maintenance to ensure that the mortgage and the
bills are paid. However, if an agreement cannot be reached then you
have the right to apply to a court, through your divorce, for interim
maintenance and/or to apply to the Child Support Agency for child
support maintenance.

What Jackson Lees can do for you…

My partner will not disclose their finances, what should I do?

• Four local offices to choose from:

It is important in any case that there is full and relevant disclosure of
the family’s finances and from both parties. We would make a request
for voluntary financial disclosure, which includes details of all assets
(including business interests), liabilities, income, outgoings and pension
provision with documents in support. Where a party refuses to do this,
then you are entitled through your divorce to make a financial application
where the court will automatically set a court timetable for certain tasks
to be completed. One of those tasks is the preparation and exchange
of financial information in a form called ‘Form E’ with documents in
support. Together we will consider the financial information disclosed
and prepare relevant questions, if we feel that more information or
clarification is needed.

        –  Heswall 0151 909 3206,

• Fixed fee options available
• Out of hours appointments from 5-7pm on Monday,
Wednesday and Thursday.
• Hoylake office open on a Saturday (book for an appointment)

        –  Hoylake 0151 909 3130,
        –  Birkenhead 0151 909 3194,
        –  Liverpool 0151 909 3235
• Collaborative lawyers
If you are in need of family law advice, contact our team to book an
appointment or to chat through your options. Call us free from either
a mobile or landline on 0808 302 4835.
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Kettle Design scoops
top award for Wirral
interior design project
28TH SEPTEMBER TO 12TH OCTOBER 2019

Wirral Arts Festival 2019
is nearly upon us, with
two weeks of celebration.
Our free programme leaflets will be available in September, but
here’s a snapshot of some of the exciting events we have lined up
for you.
When we began in 2011 many an eyebrow was raised at the
inclusion of a day all about science. A couple of Festivals later and
a day of engineering was added to the programme. No one would
have predicted that these two days would become two of the most
popular events in our Arts Festival. It’s wonderful to see that our
audiences still want to learn, debate and to question such
sometimes esoteric subjects.
Engineering Day on 3 October 2019 is all about Biomedical
Engineering. We begin with expert talks from 1pm leading up to a
Question Time-style debate at 6.30pm: How Engineering and
Technology are transforming our Healthcare Sector. Then on 10
October we have Science Day talking about Gene Editing,
Palliative Care, Einstein and live chemical reactions!
The Festival opens on Saturday 28 September with jazz from the
oldest band in the UK, the Merseysippi Jazz Band, and closes
on 12 October with Gaîté Parisienne – a most fabulous concert
from the superb Orchestra dell’Arte conducted by Edward Peak.
Offenbach’s wonderful music for the ballet will feature alongside
Gershwin’s An American in Paris and Lehar’s The Merry Widow.
Rising stars, Heather Heighway and Joseph Buckmaster, will be
singing with the Orchestra.
Music will also feature in Thornton Manor on 30 September with
The Instrument of the Devil, all about clarinets and saxophones,
played and presented in a lighthearted manner by Chris Swann
(ex-Royal Liverpool Philharmoinc Orchestra). In Hoylake, Flat Pack
Opera will bring you Mozart’s Cosi fan tutte. Annie Long will
feature in the Williamson Art Gallery, you can Sing for Joy in New
Brighton or join the Concert Band Workshop in Wallasey Town
Hall. There’s folk, jazz, blues, covers, swing, rock and roll and more.
In 2018 the Festival brought you a specially commissioned play,
Captain Duncan’s Diaries, written by Meg Parkes and dramatised
by Ann Warr. For 2019 we are giving another local author and
composer, Wendy Dickinson, an opportunity to present her
musical play Knowledge by Degrees on Saturday 5 October. This
is a great addition to our list of Wirral premières. The young people
from Ladymount Primary School, St Anselm’s College, Upton Hall
School and The Little Actors Theatre are really excited about their
concert of choral and music items on 10 October in aid of Child
Bereavement UK.
And what about The Temperance Seven!
If this isn’t enough, you can catch a film, enjoy organ concerts,
think mindfulness, cookery and book signings. So much to do
and all on your doorstep: you need a diary and our website
www.wirralartsfestival.co.uk
Pick up leaflets in libraries and shops or call 0151 348 4430 or
07867 528034.
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Kettle Design has won an award for its outstanding interior design
work on a residential property in Hoylake.
The Heswall-based company, which celebrates its 23rd anniversary
this year, was presented with the best Residential Interior Design
Project less than £150k at the Northern Design Awards.
The prestigious awards bring together designers, retailers and
property developers in a celebration of Northern style, innovation
and design. The judging panel included designers Wayne
Hemingway, George Bond, Linda Parker, Nick Munro and BIID
President Gilly Craft.
Kettle Design is run by Suzanne Mercer and her team of
architects, designers, artists and engineers. It is the only
technical interior design company in Wirral and Merseyside.
The award was in recognition of the company’s work to
transform the lounge and dining room of a house in Hoylake
into two distinct spaces.
Suzanne said: “We were delighted that our work on this project
caught the eye of the Northern Design Awards. Our clients wanted
to transform two rooms in their house which weren’t working for
them anymore.
“The brief was to turn a rather cold sitting room into a comfortable
and relaxing place and to redesign their dining room into a stylish
place to eat and in which to entertain guests.
“The main requirement was to make each room distinctive, but to
also make them feel linked. We love challenges like this.
“We made both spaces more intimate, added a fireplace to give
focus to the sitting room, installed a flat screen television above it,
wrapped a bespoke sofa around the faceted windows and added a
bespoke rug.
“In the alcoves we lined the wall with statement wallpaper made
from real banana leaves while the dining room walls were covered
with dark linen paper.
“To give both rooms added wow factor we laid the most
beautiful bleached oak herringbone floor that feels blissful
underfoot and installed a stunning piece of bronze sculpture by
Bruges artist Jacques Vanroose.
“The project was completed on time and within budget and the
client was so delighted with the finished result that they have asked
us to declutter and transform other areas of their home.”
Kettle Design provides a full interior design service for domestic
and commercial clients as well as a number of high-profile clients.
www.kettledesign.co.uk
https://www.facebook.com/kettledesign
https://www.instagram.com/kettledesignheswall/

Photograph shows, from left: Eleanor Fairway, Interior Designer; Suzanne Mercer, Creative Director; Rebecca Clarke,
Project Manager and Senior Interior Designer; Jessica Taylor-Jemmett, Architect; and Hannah Martin, Junior Designer.

Tour comes to Heswall
Wirral will host both the start and finish of stage five of Britain’s
biggest professional cycle race, the OVO Energy Tour of Britain on
Wednesday 11 September when Birkenhead Park will welcome the
world’s top riders for a spectacular, fan-friendly day of racing.
The tour starts in George Square Glasgow on Saturday 7 September.
The eight-day race will take the world’s top teams and riders across
a 1,250-kilometre route through the south of Scotland, England’s
North East and North West and the Heart of England before the
finale in Manchester on Saturday 14 September.

Stage 5
Stage five will start and finish in Birkenhead Park, a location that
has been synonymous with the domestic cycling scene in the North
West for a number of years.
The route will also pass through the finish line within the park
before completing a lap of Birkenhead and Wallasey, giving
spectators three chances to see the race in action, while also
having the opportunity to follow flag-to-flag coverage throughout
the day on big screens within the Tour Village.
This 174-kilometre (108-mile) stage will help celebrate the
Wirral’s year as the Liverpool City Region’s Borough of Culture,
showcasing the area’s history, heritage and beautiful coastlines.
Riders will leave Wirral via the historic Port Sunlight and race
through Cheshire West and Chester, including passing the Airbus
UK manufacturing facility at Broughton.
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Riders will return to Wirral and race through Heswall, Caldy and
Hoylake before passing through the Birkenhead Park finish line and
taking in a loop through Seacombe, Wallasey and New Brighton.
Stage five will feature three intermediate Eisberg sprints, sponsored
by the UK’s number one alcohol-free wine brand Eisberg, at
Heswall, Hoylake and Birkenhead Park. The day’s three SKODA
King of the Mountains climbs come at Kelsall in Cheshire, before
the short ascent of Flaybrick Hill in Birkenhead is tackled twice
during the race finale.
Earlier this year Wirral Council successfully hosted a round of the
OVO Energy Tour Series for the first time with Hamilton Square in
Birkenhead welcoming elite men’s and women’s racing, attracting
over 10,000 spectators.
Cllr Christine Spriggs, Cabinet Member for Culture and Tourism at
Wirral Council, said: “This year Wirral is the Liverpool City Region
Borough of Culture. We’ve got a hugely exciting programme of
events lined up, and the OVO Energy Tour of Britain is the jewel in
our crown. Wirral truly does have something for everyone and it’s
no wonder our visitor numbers get bigger every year.”
Commenting on the stage, OVO Energy Tour Series Race Director
Mick Bennett added: “Everyone saw the support that the OVO
Energy Tour Series generated in Birkenhead and now we are looking
forward to making an even bigger impact with the OVO Energy Tour
of Britain. Since we announced in January that the race would be
coming to Wirral we have had amazing support from Wirral Council
and their partners, plus a great reception from the Merseyside
public. I am sure this is going to be a memorable stage with
incredible community support across the route.”

What is happening in Heswall?
Heswall will host one of three daily Eisberg Sprints,
which will finish by Our Lady & St John Church
on Telegraph Road at approximately 2.00pm.
This is an intermediate sprint where the first three
riders across the line win points (3-2-1) towards the
red Eisberg Sprints jersey, plus time bonuses. On the
day there will be a short run of barriers and branding
erected for the sprint, and there will be a judging
team there to get the result.
It is guaranteed to feature in the live coverage and
highlights on ITV4.
Heswall & District Business Association (HDBA) is
encouraging local businesses and residents to
welcome the tour to Heswall. HDBA Chairman
Stephen Atherton told Heswall Magazine: “We hope
that people will come out and support this event. It is
a great honour for Heswall and the local community to
be included on the Tour schedule. We will be providing
Union Jacks for spectators to wave whilst welcoming
the riders and hope to involve local schools.”

The 90th Anniversary of
the World Scout Jamboree
at Arrowe Park in 1929

Scout Jamboree in Arrowe Park

This year marks the 90th anniversary since the World Scout
Jamboree took place in Arrowe Park. Some people referred to the
event as the ‘Mudboree’ because of the amount of heavy rain that
fell in the weeks leading up to the event. The event was organised
by Sir Robert Baden-Powell, a British Army officer, writer, founder
and first Chief Scout of the world-wide Boy Scout Movement.
The third World Scout Jamboree took place between 29th July and
12th August 1929 to celebrate the 21st birthday of Scouting.
The Jamboree, on a site of 450 acres, was opened by the Duke of
Connaught, the President of the Boy Scout Association, and thirty
thousand Scouts and Girl Guides of many countries attended.
A peerage was to be conferred on Baden-Powell by King George V,
as was announced on 2nd August by the Prince of Wales who
attended the Jamboree in Scout uniform.
Mark Kinnish

Scouts with Baden-Powell near Arrowe Hall
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Thanks to Brendan from Tony’s Barbers who sent
us this picture from over 40 years ago. It shows
Ken, the previous occupant of Tony’s, who made
Rocking Horses. How times have changed!

The History of Heswall Dales
by Roger Lane and Jenny McRonald
Heswall Dales is a remarkable public amenity, providing access to
72 acres of undeveloped heathland with panoramic views of the
Dee Estuary and the Welsh hills, with special fauna and flora that
is associated with lowland heath. The area is surrounded on all
sides by the houses of Oldfield Road, Thurstaston Road, Oldfield
Drive, Pipers Lane and Delavor Road, but due to large gardens and
tree cover it is soon possible after entering the nature reserve to
lose sight of these houses and to experience a sense of isolation
remarkable in such a developed area as Heswall. In this article we
explore the history of the Dales to explain how they were preserved
for public enjoyment and how this very attractive and apparently
natural landscape is actually a result of human intervention.

Path through The Dales showing extensive growth of bracken, gorse and trees

the 1950s may also have played a role in the change of the flora.
While occasional fires, such as the major fire in the hot summer
of 1963 that consumed 150 acres of the Dales and surrounding
land, encouraged regrowth of the heather on the healthy moorland,
the existence of competing gorse and bracken would now make a
fire disastrous for the remaining heather. The Ranger, assisted by
volunteers and the Friends of the Dales, is fighting a constant battle
to preserve at least part of the traditional heathland character by
removing the gorse, bracken and saplings to stop the heather being
overwhelmed. The ecology of the area is very sensitive, and the
Friends Group have asked us to remind dog owners to place their
dogs’ droppings in the bins provided, as these droppings over-enrich
the soil and disturb the delicate balance of the flora, as well as
making conservation work unpleasant.

Cliff face on The Dales

The Dales slope steeply down from Oldfield Road to Pipers Lane,
undercut by a few deep water-worn valleys. There is only a thin
layer of sandy soil covering the underlying red sandstone, which is
frequently exposed to dramatic effect in the southern end where
fault lines have created impressive sandstone cliffs. The Dales has
traditionally been common land, owned by the Lords of the Manor
of Heswall who permitted local inhabitants to graze their sheep and
cattle there. This led to heather becoming the predominant flora,
as other species which grow well on such soils such as grasses,
bracken, gorse, birch and oak were eaten before they had a
chance to grow to a large enough size to overshadow the heather.
Constant grazing on the young shoots of heather encouraged
regeneration of healthy new growth. The beauty of the views and
the colour of the heather when in blossom has been frequently
captured in early postcards, highlighting a period when this was a
very popular destination for picnics and rambles for both locals and
visitors from the rest of Wirral and Liverpool.
The importance of the Dales as a good example of relatively
rare lowland heath was recognised by its designation as a Site of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) in 1979, and as a Local Nature
Reserve in 1990. However, the landscape is under threat as there
is no longer grazing on the land, and gorse, bracken, birch and
oak have taken a strong hold in parts, especially along the valleys
where the trees are now dense and mature. The dramatic reduction
in the rabbit population following the myxomatosis epidemic in

View from Oldfield Road with Dale Farm in background and absence of trees

The land occupied by the Dales was owned until recent times
by the Lords of the Manor of Heswall who derived their title from
Robert of Rhuddlan, a Norman knight awarded extensive lands for
his services during the Norman conquest. The Heswall Tithe map
of 1859 shows only two buildings on this land on plots rented from
the Lord of the Manor – at that time William Lloyd. The history of
one of these buildings, Dale Farm, has been described by Mark
Kinnish in a series of articles which appeared in this magazine and
have now been published as a book available at the farm shop.
The farm was reported to be built in 1834 by James Barlow and
passed on to his son, also James, in the mid-1800s. In 1902
George McGrath and his family moved into the farm and eventually
bought it at auction in 1920. There was a holiday cottage on the
farm which generated additional income. It was badly damaged
by bombing during the war. The farm stayed in the McGrath family
until it was sold at auction to the local council in 1973 After some
discussion on possible uses for the farm, the site now provides a
day service for adults with disabilities and support for adults with
mental health needs. The service provides opportunities to learn life
skills through the therapeutic use of horticulture within a beautiful
setting. The original farmhouse has been rebuilt and the holiday
cottage is now the Ranger’s office.
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also responsible for the new St Peter’s Church when the old church
was badly damaged by lightning in a storm in 1875. The building of
The Cave reflected a trend for rich merchants to build residences
for themselves away from the polluted air of Liverpool, where their
wealth was created. Initially such houses were only occupied in
summer, as transport links were too difficult in winter before the
railways were built.

Kemp’s Cottage situated at the Bushway entrance to The Dales

The other property recorded on early maps on the Dales was
known as Kemp’s Cottage and was located at the top of Bush Way.
We believe that the name came from William Kemp (1798–1863).
Kemp was a butcher and lived there with his wife Jane whom he
married in 1821. We think she was the daughter of Joseph and
Edith Barlow, a very common surname in Heswall at the time. Many
old photographs exist of the cottage as this was a popular subject
for postcards sent from Heswall in the early 1900s and presumably
the smallholding and common grazing rights provided him with
livestock to pursue his trade. William and Jane had 14 children,
which must have been a tight fit in such a small cottage. Small
wonder that Jane died before William, at the age of 51. The cottage
was demolished some time before the 1950s. In 1981, 2.4 acres
of the land was acquired by the council from ABC Builders Ltd in
exchange for a plot of land in Brimstage Road. This part of the
Dales is outside the SSSI designated area, but has been given
the status of Special Biological Interest. No trace of the cottage
remains although a meadow marks where it used to stand.
The house called The Cave in Thurstaston Road has an important
place in the history of the Dales and of Heswall itself. It was built
in 1873 on just over an acre of land purchased in 1872 by James
Adam, who owned a successful fruit business in Liverpool. The
wooded site was previously rented from the Lord of the Manor by
Joseph Smallwood, who no doubt used the timber in his work as
a wheelwright. He also owned the sandstone quarry on Telegraph
Road. The house was designed by John Francis Doyle, who was
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The Cave

The grounds of The Cave incorporated a man-made cave which
had been linked to smuggling. Readers interested in learning more
about smuggling and The Cave are referred to Greg Dawson’s
excellent book on the subject Wirral Gleanings. Gradually more plots
of land around The Cave were purchased by the Adam family and
by the time the last of the Adam family to live in the house died in
1959, the total area of the grounds was about 21 acres. The house
was sold at auction in September of the same year for £12,700 to
the ‘Dales Syndicate’, a group of 20 local residents who wanted to
prevent the development of the site by builders. The Cave with two
acres of land was sold separately, as was the old lodge and stables
called Palfreyman, and the old gardener’s cottage called Cave
Cottage. Some of the residents purchased further plots of land
adjoining their gardens for additional protection.

In 1898, as the estate of William Lloyd, the Lord of the Manor,
was being sold off, a further 22 acres of the Dales were put up for
auction, being described as “a charming dell, so well known to all
frequenters of Heswall” which “offers by its natural beauty a most
admirable site for the erection of one or more fine dwelling houses
of artistic style with beautiful and appropriate pleasure grounds
and gardens. This property will be first offered and, if not sold,
will be divided into suitable building plots.” We do not know who
purchased the land, but fortunately it was maintained as a single
block and not built upon; it passed eventually into the hands of
the Rutherford family.
The Rutherford family lived in Craigiebarns in Pipers Lane, which
appears from early maps to have been a redevelopment of a house
called The Warrens in about 1920 by Richard Perry Rutherford.
Richard was born in 1894 and was brought up in Clifton Road
Birkenhead. He was the managing director of A. Rutherford & Co.,
shipbuilders, engineers and boilermakers based at the Neptune
Works, Bridge Street, Birkenhead. As their large property backed
on to the Dales, they obviously had a vested interest to acquire the
surrounding heathland. He died in 1961, and in 1969 the site of
the house was redeveloped to become Warren Way. The original
sandstone pillars engraved with the name Craigiebarns are still
visible, now marking the drive to one of the new houses. We do
not have a picture of Craigiebarns and would appreciate information
from any reader who may possess one. In 1973, Richard’s widow
Lilian Margaret Rutherford sold 35 acres of the Dales to the council
with a covenant that it should be kept as an open space for the
public. As a historical footnote, the Rutherfords had interesting
neighbours at Swen Tor, at that time in the 1920s one of the few
other houses on Pipers Lane, which was an undeveloped country
lane running between fields. James Francis Leadley Brown moved
into Swen Tor in about 1927 with his wife Edith, who was the
great-great niece of Jane Austen. James was the son of Leadley
Brown who lived in Dawstone, Dawstone Road, and Edith was the
daughter of John Henry Hubback, a corn merchant residing in
Oldfield Road. Edith completed Jane Austen’s unfinished The
Watsons in 1928 and in 1929 published Margaret Dashwood, a
sequel to Sense and Sensibility, which received good reviews.
Edith’s brother John Austen Hubback became the first Governor
of Orissa in India (now called Odisha).

Modern map

Mention should be made of Cleaver Heath, which is situated to
the north-west of the Dales. Once part of continuous heathland
with the Dales, it is now owned by Cheshire Wildlife Trust and is
also designated an SSSI. This heathland is in part of the grounds
of the old Cleaver Sanatorium that opened in 1902 to
accommodate children with tuberculosis, who were thought to
benefit from the healthy sea breezes at Heswall. It reverted to an
adult hospital after the children were evacuated at the beginning
of the Second World War. The hospital closed in 1983 and site
sold in 1988 for £2 million. The old Nurses’ Home remains, now
much extended as Hazelwell Nursing Home. Much of the old
hospital site has been developed for housing which now separates
the Heath from the Dales.
Submitted by Roger Lane and Jenny McRonald (roger.m.lane@btinternet.com or
0151 342 9269) on behalf of the Heswall Society, which was established in 1953 “for
the public benefit to conserve the heritage of the Ward of Heswall”. For more details of
membership and activities please call Roger Lane or visit theheswallsociety.org.uk

Picnicking amongst colourful heather in the 1930s

The council had been trying to acquire land on the Dales for many
years. In March 1939 the newspapers reported the wish of the
council to prevent development on the Dales and to possibly
purchase the land, but the Second World War stopped this possibility.
In 1959 the council informed the Dales Syndicate that they would
not approve dividing up and fencing the Syndicate’s land holding
into individual areas. In 1962 the Syndicate donated their land to
the council to use for the enjoyment of the public, subject to certain
covenants. Lilian Rutherford’s sale of her 35 acres to the council in
1973 finally enabled public ownership and access to most of the
Dales. It is amazing that so much heathland has been preserved
when pressure to create building land has been so intense. We
are fortunate that generous benefactors who donated land and the
foresight of planners who prevented development have provided us
with such an exceptional recreational amenity on our doorstep.
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It’s August and the Big Port Sunlight
Garden Centre Sale is on!
Time to grab a few exceptionally priced plants and stop
for a spot of lunch and one of those tasty cakes.
The Café at Port Sunlight Garden Centre is the perfect
place for breakfast, lunch or afternoon cakes.
Tasty breakfasts start from 9am to 11.30am Monday to
Saturday and 10am on Sundays until 11.30am.
Chef’s lunch specials daily with a vegan option always
available, light lunches and bigger bites too all served
from 11.45am to 3pm. Visiting a little later enjoy the
famous ‘Hand cut flower pot chips’ with a hot filled
ciabatta or sandwich, all served until 4pm.
Everything is cooked fresh to order in The Café at Port
Sunlight Garden Centre, you may wait a little longer
than in some garden centres but it’s well worth the wait. Chef’s Posh Fish Finger Ciabatta is a must as is the
Vegan Pulled Jack Fruit Ciabatta with Chefs Hot Sauce,
Enjoy Bigger bites including Double Bacon, Mozzarella,
Minted Mushy Peas and Red Onion and Garlic Sauce.
Meatball Burger or a Chargrilled Butterfly Chicken
Cakes are baked daily by in-house bakers with the patio
Rarebit Burger. Light bites are a favourite including
open to relax with friends, pop over to Port Sunlight and
Fennel and Spring Onion Potato Cake with Salsa Verde
enjoy the sunshine.
or Crab and Prawn salad.
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Park Lane
Holiday Park
OPEN ALL YEAR

LINKS VIEW NOW OPEN
Park facilities include:
Private access to beach • Family Club House
Children’s Play Area • Shop and cafe on site

EVERY WEEK IN OUR CLUB
POOL, BINGO AND DARTS EVENINGS
WEEKEND ENTERTAINMENT

HOUSE PART EXCHANGE WELCOME

OPEN MON-FRI 5PM – MIDNIGHT, SAT-SUN NOON – 2PM

Park Lane, Meols, Wirral CH47 8XX • Telephone: 0151 633 2321
Email: sales@parklaneholidayhomes.co.uk
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Then and Now

September at
Heswall Hall
You don’t need to leave Heswall to find live music,
a comedy club, cinema and more and you can book
tickets in advance with no booking fee! Take a look
at a small sample of what we have in September…

The Big Room Live brings you
three live bands in cabaret style.
Full bar and hot food!
“A really great night out”
September 6th tickets £5 in advance
buyticket.at/heswallhall
Live music and disco with the
Guilty Pleasures Music experience,
Alabaster Queen and DJ Sandra D
bring their show to Heswall Hall for
one night only on September 14th
Dance like nobody’s watching you to
Cher, Tina, Abba etc. all your favourites.
Tickets £10 in advance from
buy tickets.at/heswallhall
The Big Room presents
The Evolution Comedy Club one of
the best comedy clubs on Merseyside
and that’s not just our opinion.
Three brilliant comedians, an excellent
bar and great atmosphere. Try it out on
Thursday September 19th. Tickets £10
in advance buy tickets.at/heswallhall
Totally Soul Funk & Disco. Grown Up
Dance Party. If you like to boogie then
this is for you. Playing songs from 70s,
and 80s. It’s going to be a great night.
Tickets are £9 and only available
in advance from
www.totallysoulfunkanddisco.co.uk
Regular Heswall Magazine contributor John Crane
of Cato Crane Auctioneers has sent us this picture
of Gayton Lane c1881 and a current comparison.
John told us: “Little has changed in almost 140
years. The view is of Gayton Farm Road towards
Gayton Road with brick-built Gayton Farm on the
left. There is a date stone in the farm 1761. Who
were the people in the painting?”
“The very nice owners are looking for a new home
for the picture (one of three of the lane I have) and
it can be viewed at my office in The Mount, Heswall.”
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For more details on all these events
and more go to heswallhall.co.uk

Registered Charity number 1140612

D-Day at Abbeyfield
Abbeyfield marked the anniversary of D-Day with a special lunch
for residents and a great display of memorabilia. Our talented chef
Tina cooked Toad in the Hole for everyone and Lucy provided all the
wonderful items for everyone to look at and remember and then
entertained us with some wartime songs.
The top photograph shows resident Leila who is 101 years young
sitting at the memorabilia table!

TONY’S
BARBER
SHOP
EST. 1970

Modern and Traditional
Gents Barbers

Tony’s Barbers shop supports
the charity Checkemlads.

242A Telegraph Road, Heswall CH60 7SG

OPEN TUESDAY – SATURDAY
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Greg Dawson tells us about the
history of Lilley Croft in Thingwall
and the surrounding area...

This view of Thingwall Hall was from an old public footpath (closed in the 1960s) where
it came out of Arrowe Park and joined Thingwall Road East. Today, this view is obscured
by the houses which stand at the junction of Pensby Road and Thingwall Road East.
Some of the neat new houses of Lilley Croft.

A couple of years ago I was asked to suggest a name for a new
small development of nine houses to be built in Thingwall at the
junction of Beaumaris Drive and Hazeldene Way. I put forward a few
names with local connections, and the powers that be chose ‘Lilley
Croft’. Lilley Croft has been completed on land which was once part
of the Thingwall Hall Estate. Thingwall Hall was a country mansion
built in 1849 by Captain John Lilley, a merchant in the African
trade. It eventually passed to Miss Muriel Twigge who gifted the
Hall and grounds in 1917 to the Royal Liverpool Children’s Hospital
to be used for the convalescence of sick children. Muriel ran the
hospital as acting matron until she died in 1926 aged only 43. The
hospital continued to run for many years until it eventually closed.

In Victorian days, many minor lanes which linked the more major
routes had nicknames, or no name at all. But as time went on
and the postal service became more efficient, all roads had to be
officially named. In most cases there was only one dwelling along
these dirt tracks, so the name of the occupant was used to identify
the lane. To quote a few local instances: Sparks Lane was named
after Eastham-born farmer, Jack Sparks, who lived in Sandhay
Cottage which still stands next to Thingwall Recreation Centre.
Sandhay Cottage, which then had a four-cow shippen, an orchard
and a two-acre croft, was once home to my grandparents who paid
£750 for it in 1930. Whaley Lane, was named after Yeoman farmer
and stonemason, Richard Whaley and his wife Katherine who built
Benty Heath Farm which stands on the bend. Their initials, R.K.W.,
and date of construction, 1732, can be seen on the house wall.
The converted barn is now Aunty Jayne’s House Nursery. Gills Lane
took its name from Liverpool-born market gardener, Robert Gill, who
lived in ‘The Cottage’, which stands at the Barnston end of Gills
Lane. Fishers Lane, was named after Liverpool-born bootmaker,
farmer and lay preacher, Joseph Fisher, who lived at Oat Hay Farm,
now the site of Paltridge Way off Fishers Lane. In Heswall, Herberts
Lane was named after the Herbert family who farmed and ran a
milk round from there. The old farm was demolished and the site
was built on many years ago.
Interestingly, in 1843, a Liverpool ship called the John Lilley,
bound for Old Calabar in West Africa with a cargo of cotton goods,
silks, pots and pans, gunpowder and muskets, ran aground and
was wrecked on Braunton Burrows, near Appledore on the coast
of North Devon.

The country mansion Thingwall Hall, built by Captain John Lilley in 1849,
as seen from Barnston Road direction.

In 1960, I remember Thingwall Hall being demolished and the
houses and flats of Torrington Drive, Torrington Gardens, Hazeldene
Avenue, Hazeldene Way and Beaumaris Drive being built on the
site and grounds. The recently built houses of Lilley Croft stand on
the site of a playground and block of garages which were built in
the 1960s. The naming of Lilley Croft follows the tradition of calling
roads after people who lived close by. There are other roads in the
area named after people who lived in or near them.
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Part of Lilley Croft, looking towards Barnston Road, with Prenton in the distance
and Liverpool Cathedral on the horizon.

Rembrandt in Print
The Lady Lever Art Gallery is host to a new exhibition
featuring 50 of the finest etchings and drypoints by the
world-famous artist Rembrandt van Rijn (1606–1669),
on loan from the celebrated collection of the Ashmolean
Museum, University of Oxford.
This exclusive selection of ‘the-best-of-the-best’ Rembrandt
prints have never been displayed together and have been
hand-picked to show the full scope of Rembrandt’s ability
as a printer, in the year which also marks 350 years since
the artist’s death, and Wirral’s year as Borough of Culture.
Rembrandt Harmensz van Rijn is shown as an unrivalled
storyteller through this selection of print works, dating from
1630 to the late 1650s. Widely hailed as the greatest
painter of the Dutch Golden Age, he was also one of the
most innovative and experimental printmakers of the
17th century.
Exhibition highlights include Rembrandt’s earliest known
self-portrait dating from 1630, Rembrandt’s only still-life
print, The Shell (1650) and iconic works such as The Three
Trees (1643) and The Windmill (1641) and three other
intense self-portraits with their penetrating gaze.
An Van Camp, Curator, Ashmolean Museum, University
of Oxford, said: “This collection of 50 works is the best-ofthe best of the Ashmolean’s outstanding Rembrandt prints
collection. He created extraordinary prints by using existing
techniques in his own artistic and innovative way. His prints
range from squiggly, drawing-like sketches to more
pictorial, heavily-hatched compositions. While apparently
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quite diverse at first sight, all Rembrandt’s printed works
are characterised by his talent for storytelling and his keen
observational skills. His subjects are steeped in drama,
adding atmosphere to views of the Dutch countryside or
imbuing Biblical scenes with lively characters.”
Rembrandt in Print is organised by the Ashmolean Museum,
University of Oxford, which holds a world-class collection of
over 200 Rembrandt prints www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/
rembrandt
Open daily 10am to 5pm
Lady Lever Art Gallery, Port Sunlight Village CH62 5EQ.

PROTECT YOUR
MOST VALUABLE
ASSETS WITH
A BARRISTER
DRAFTED
FAMILY TRUST
YOUR FAMILY TRUST CAN HOLD
YOUR HOME & OTHER VALUABLE
ASSETS (INCLUDING CASH)
AND YOU HAVE
FULL USE OF THOSE ASSETS
FOR LIFE.
YOU CAN MOVE HOUSE AS
OFTEN AS YOU WISH AND EVEN
TAKE EQUITY RELEASE.
UPON YOUR DEATH THE ASSETS
PASS IMMEDIATELY TO YOUR
LOVED ONES NAMED IN THE TRUST.
THE ASSETS IN THE TRUST DO
NOT PASS THROUGH TO LENGTHY
& COSTLY PROCESS OF PROBATE
THUS SAVING MUCH TIME,
LEGAL FEES AND
THE NEW VASTLY INCREASED
PROBATE TAXES AND LONG TERM
CARE HOME FEES.

FOR AN INFO PACK CALL:

0845 052 2757
(STANDARD RATE)

WIRRALESTATEPLANNING.CO.UK
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Neston Cricket Club’s Sporting Lunch
a huge success with business
“It’s great that so many companies and corporates from across
the North West book their tables year after year and continue to
support the club and all our fundraising efforts.
“We might have to consider a bigger marquee next year as we
have such a long list of companies trying to get a table!”
Photography by Sarah Jane Edwards Photography

West Indian fast bowler and World Cup winner Colin Croft
helped to make this year’s Sporting Lunch at Neston Cricket
Club a huge success.
Croft was guest speaker at the Sporting Lunch, which attracted
63 businesses from across the North West - a record number
for the annual event.
The event was sponsored by IP company Forresters plus
associate sponsors Macbryde Homes, Freeths Solicitors,
Watts Commercial Finance, Bridging Finance Solutions and
Molson Coors.
The drinks sponsors were Ginsmiths of Liverpool, Peroni and,
new for this year, Taittinger who brought along their hot air balloon
which had an impact on a record level of champagne sales.
Club President Tony Bush welcomed the 630 guests before
introducing Colin Croft, who had lots of cricketing tales. He was
followed by Liverpool comedian and television presenter
Ted Robbins.
General Manager Craig Stubbs said: “Our annual Sporting
Lunch during marquee week is one of the most popular events
in our calendar and we were delighted that this was another
record-breaking year.
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Congratulations to
Heswall Magazine on
their 10th Anniversary
Pleased to have distributed the magazine for the last 10 years
Unit 6, The Lightbox, Knox Street, Birkenhead, Wirral, CH41 5JW
W: www.smartdistribution.co.uk • T: 0151 644 9475 • E: sales@smartdistribution.co.uk
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Irby Motors – personal service
for you and your car
And it’s not just making sure that your car is working efficiently
– regular servicing will help avoid the costs of emergency repairs
and taxis you might need while your car is off the road.

Favourite car?
Have you found the car of your dreams? Let our trusted
mechanics help you enjoy it for longer. And if you need to
change your car, having a good service history will certainly
help find a buyer and get the best price for it.

At Irby Motors we know that many of our customers have a
wealth of knowledge about maintaining their car, but we also
have customers who rely totally on our expertise and guidance
to keep them safe on the road. A regular service for your car
improves your safety and helps avoid costly repairs. Whether
you understand how an engine works or you simply like to turn
the key and drive, we’re happy to talk through your concerns
and always keep your best interests firmly in mind.

Safety
Our fully qualified and highly experienced mechanics carry out
essential checks during a regular service, covering critical vehicle
components such as the braking system and suspension to
keep your car roadworthy and working as efficiently as possible.
But wear and tear is gradual – it might not change how the
car feels when you drive it, but there might be something that
needs fixing sooner or later. At Irby Motors, our mechanics will
look out for any potential problems and discuss these with you,
but we never undertake any work without your full agreement.
Our policy is to give our customers peace of mind – and that
includes about cost as well as safety.

No time to deliver your car for its service?
Because we are dedicated to offering customer service that
matches our excellent engineering skills, we go the extra mile to
help you. In fact, we go even further! If you live within 3 miles
we’ll even come and collect your car for your MOT and service –
for free!

Why let Irby Motors service your car?
If you come to us you’ll get sensible, knowledgeable advice from
our friendly team and peace of mind that your car is in very
good hands. And you’ll be joining our many happy customers
who already rely on us to keep them on the road.
Call in or call on 0151 648 5488.

Saving you money
If your car is serviced regularly, it will be cheaper to run – oil
and air filters make for a smoother running engine and more
fuel-efficiency, while correctly inflated tyres will reduce rolling
resistance and improve fuel consumption. Even more important
in terms of saving money is long-term damage like the engine
seizing up because the oil needs changing – we’ll use the right
oil for your car and let you know the right service intervals.
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management programme and nutritional clinic to
complete the holistic wellbeing journey. Sarah says:
“We have lots more planned!”

Sarah White has exciting times ahead as, having
outgrown Spire Murrayfield’s Aesthetic Suite, she
has been invited to move her entire business into
what was the Hyperbaric Unit, a standalone building
on the Hospital site. Sarah will be taking over the
whole ground floor of the building for Sarah White
Laser & Aesthetics and her new company, Sarah
White Wellness. Her plans include six amazing
state-of-the-art treatment rooms with additional
consultation rooms and a training suite.
With the expansion of premises comes the expansion of
the range of treatments. Sarah has recently introduced
Bioidentical Hormone Replacement Therapy which is
proving very effective for both men and women, restoring
a youthful balance of hormones. Other treatments in
the pipeline include PDO thread lifts, chemical lipolysis,
cosmetic dental station and, once established within
these new, larger premises, the launch of a weight

Sarah’s passion is an integrated holistic skincare
approach combining injectables, laser, cosmeceuticals,
peels and nutrition. She believes that a quality
cosmeceutical skincare regime is in her patients’ best
interests as it can enhance areas not addressed by
injections. A dedicated commitment to skincare is
essential to achieving a global improvement in
appearance, particularly in areas of skin tone, texture,
and pigmentation. Sarah’s ethos was quickly recognised
and she was headhunted by the SkinCeuticals
skincare giants for her clinic to become the flagship
centre outside of London.
Sarah White LAser & Aesthetics is also an advanced
centre for the Lumenis M22 multi-platform laser.
Theclinic is one of the first in the UK to use this more
holistic approach. The M22 laser is capable of treating
over 30 skin conditions and is producing fantastic
results from treating birthmarks to thread vein removal.
Sarah has also been enjoying a new career volunteering
at local schools to instil the importance of skin health
from a young age. Working closely with big skincare
brand La Roche-Posay Sarah has been educating
teenagers on distressing skin conditions such as acne
and eczema while also emphasising the importance of
sun safety.

Holmwood Drive, Thingwall, Wirral CH61 1AU
07764 615934 or 0151 929 5223  sarahwhiteaesthetics.com
Follow us on Facebook and Instagram for our latest offers

Sarah White Laser & Aesthetics is in the unique position of having access
to allied professionals including Cosmetic Surgeons, Dermatologists
and Vascular Surgeons and there is an effective cross-referral system
in place, ensuring all clients receive the very best advice and care.

Mr Leith Williams
Mr Williams trained in General and Vascular Surgery in Liverpool, Leeds and
Manchester and was appointed Consultant Vascular Surgeon on the Wirral in 2009.
He specialises in vascular surgery with an interest in aortic aneurysm disease,
endovascular intervention for peripheral vascular disease and minimally invasive
treatment for varicose veins. He also trains and supervises junior surgeons from the
North West of England in the modern treatment of vascular disease.  
He has a successful clinic once a month for Sarah White Laser & Aesthetics using
the medical Lumenis M22 for the treatment of leg veins.
To book an appointment for one of Mr Williams’s regular clinics at Sarah White
Laser & Aesthetics, please call the clinic on 0151 929 5223/07764 615934.

Mr Carl Jones
Mr Jones is qualified both as a doctor and as a dentist and provides maxillofacial
and facial plastic surgery services.
He has a particular interest in the management of facial skin cancers as well
as general facial plastic surgery, the management of facial deformity and the
treatment of facial injuries. He is also known as the go-to surgeon for eyelid lifting
surgery (blepharoplasty).
He has lectured widely on the subject of facial plastic surgery and facial cosmetic
surgery. He is affiliated to a number of plastic and facial surgical societies and is
currently an active member of the Association of Facial Plastic Surgeons.

Mr Chandrashekar
Mr Chandrashekar is a Specialist Onco-Plastic Surgeon specialising in breast
reconstructive, corrective, oncoplastic and aesthetic breast surgery. Offering his
patients the very latest and evidence-based treatments, he is extremely passionate
about his work and tirelessly endeavours to innovate and advance the science and
art of breast-oncoplastic surgery.
He is Consultant in oncoplastic and reconstructive breast surgery at Spire
Murrayfield Hospital, Barnston, Royal Liverpool University Hospital and an
honorary senior lecturer in Clinical Sciences at the University of Liverpool. He has
practising privileges at the Spire Lourdes Hospital in Liverpool and is on
the Specialist Register of the General Medical Council, is a member of the
Association of Breast Surgeons, British Association of Surgical Oncology,
European Society of Surgical Oncology, and the British Association of Plastic,
Reconstructive and Aesthetic Surgeons, UK.

We can help arrange 10-minute free chats with Mr Leith Williams,
Mr Carl Jones and Mr Chandrashekar – just simply contact the clinic
on 0151 929 5223 or 07764 615934.

T A P S
TILING AND PLUMBING SERVICES

T.A.P.S provide a stress free service for the design,
source, supply and fit of customised and bespoke
bathrooms designed to reflect your individual needs.

BATHROOM FITTING • TILING • PLUMBING
PLASTERING • WETROOMS • DECORATING

Tiling And Plumbing Services
TELEPHONE: 0151 342 2564 or 07966 448606
Email: taps.hughes@yahoo.co.uk • www.tilingandplumbingservices.co.uk

TV Engineer
Providing personal service to the Wirral for over 20 years
Bought new equipment? Need help? Confused?
Please don’t pay for a rushed installation when purchasing.
I patiently set up, Tune and Install TV’s, Home Cinema, Sound Bars,
Recorder Boxes, Catch Up, Hi-Fi, Cable Tidying etc etc

Providing help for the non tech minded
in plain English! Call Brian the TV man on:

07709 780 165 or 0151 625 3720 (Eve)
ARE YOU STUCK WITH WELSH TV?
Tuning

Set Ups

Problems

Faults

Marc Norman
Painting and Decorating

• Interior and exterior
• Wallpaper hanging
• Wood varnishing
• Three generation family business
• Hand painted kitchens and furniture
• Free estimates
• Reliable and friendly service

Tel: 0151 336 6326
Mob: 07960 318960
All work carried out to the highest quality
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Home Computer Tutor
Novices and mature
learners encouraged
PC, laptop or tablet
(including iPad)
One-to-one lessons
in your own home
Gift vouchers – a perfect
gift for grandparents

Sue Freeman
0151 648 2955
info@computertutor.biz

Member of The British Acupuncture Council

Conrad Nix BSc hons
Traditional Chinese Medicine
ACCREDITED ACUPUNCTURIST

Osteopathy & Natural Health
70-72 Grange Road, West Kirby CH48 4EG
Telephone: 0151 625 1116 Mobile: 07795 568 177
www.oesteopathyandnaturalhealth.com

Traditional Chinese Medicine
in West Kirby
Conrad Nix’s interest in Traditional Chinese Medicine Acupuncture
(TCM) began over ten years ago as a recipient himself for muscular
skeletal pain following a work-related injury and then to successfully
stop smoking. He made the decision to change career and graduated
with a BSc (Hons) in TCM Acupuncture from the University of
Lincoln where he completed over 500 hours of clinical practice.
He also spent several months studying in Kunming City, China, in
2011 observing Chinese doctors in an Oriental Medical clinical
setting, applying Acupuncnture, Moxibustion and Cupping
techniques to patients whilst studying Oriental Medical theory at
the clinic through the tutelage of the resident Chinese Doctors.
With full professional accreditation with the British Acupuncture
Council, no condition is too complex. Conrad particularly enjoys
treating all muscular skeletal conditions but is equally happy to
treat any condition from headaches and migraines, through
menopausal symptoms to mental and emotional conditions. With
training in Tuina (a traditional Chinese form of massage), becoming
a Reiki Master in 2009 and an avid yoga enthusiast, Conrad has a
passion for encouraging holism. Conrad has a dedication and
compassion for his clients and a deep-seated conviction that
acupuncture is an exceptional alternative therapy to bring about
holistic change in the human body with no side effects.
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80% SALES

AT SMITH AND SONS SUMMER AUCTION
Smith and Sons summer auction had a success rate of
80% of lots sold, realising a value of over £2million.
Held at the Village Hotel in Bromborough, the Wirral
auctioneers offered 25 quality lots to a packed
room resulting in fierce bidding with several lots
achieving prices significantly above the guide.
Lot of the day was a delightful sandstone cottage
in Heswall (see pic). Guided at £180,000, the property
eventually sold for £310,000, whilst a large property
in St James Road, Birkenhead sold for £122,000
against the guide price of £40,000 - £50,000.
A modern development of five apartments in
New Brighton close to the promenade sold for
£605,000 and a semi-detached home in Rock Ferry
sold for £72,000 against a guide of £40,000-£50,000.
Chris Johnson, Auctioneer at Smith and Sons,
commented “This was great sale producing a fantastic
result. The room was particularly competitive with
parties bidding feverishly for specific lots and
pushing values far above the guide.
“The room was made up of a diverse mix from
investors and developers to builders and first time
buyers. All of the lots provided good potential for
profit and high yields set at realistic guides, which
were reflected in the final result.”

Smith and Sons next auction is to be held on
18th September with a closing date for entries
of 16th August. For further details or to request
a free appraisal please contact Annette Shelley
or Hollie Llewellyn on 0151 647 9272
or email aas@smithansons.net

Arranging a funeral can be such a difficult
time. So many decisions to make and things to
do, not to mention the emotional tumult. It can
seem insurmountable.
Robert and Karen are here to make everything
as approachable and manageable as they can.
With a warm and friendly manner they, and
only they, will look after you and your loved
one every step of the way.

There is free parking – so no need to worry
about finding a space or paying for tickets.
Their office is open and inviting; you can see
exactly what and who is going to greet you.
All facilities are on one level for easy access
and designed to make you feel comfortable.
A home from home, not a funeral showroom
with constant visual reminders as to why
you’re there.
The visiting rooms are an oasis of calm in the
centre of Heswall. Presented in warm, muted
colours with French doors providing views of
the private garden.
Whether you want a simple send off, a
“traditional” farewell or something altogether
different Robert and Karen are available to
speak to any time, a friendly voice when you
need it.

235 Telegraph Road, Heswall, Wirral CH60 7SF • Telephone: 0151 342 1477

www.robertquinnfuneraldirectors.co.uk

Before you book your next holiday, book an appointment.

We just love to talk travel
with our customers
Our team of destination and cruise specialists are
available for one-to-one appointments.

Celebrate our arrival!
We would like to say “Cheers!” with a
complimentary bottle of Prosecco just for
having an appointment to talk travel with us
by 30th September 2019*

This free, no-obligation service, will transform the way
you plan your next holiday ensuring that you make an
informed choice that meets your personal aspirations.

For further information
visit our website www.delmarworld.com
telephone 0151 363 6115
or call in at 5a Milner Road, Heswall

Perfect Cruises is exclusively available at Delmar World. Delmar World Ltd. (established 1964) is a member of ABTA and offers full
financial protection. *Prosecco offer is limited to first appointment only with one bottle per appointment group. No purchase necessary.
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ABTA Member P7416

Heswall welcomes award-winning independent
travel agency with a 55-year history
Samantha is one of Delmar’s Africa specialists, as well as being
passionate about cruising. “The perception people have about
destinations and cruising is often far different to the reality,” she
says. “Unlike internet travel sites – which tend to be set up just
to sell – my approach is to really understand what each customer
wants and expects so that I can make relevant, specific suggestions
that will best suit them.”

“Knowledge of the USA market is excellent and
an itinerary was put together to accomodate
everywhere we wanted to visit in a seamless structure.
All hotels recommended were fantastic and reflects
the experience built up over many years”
Mr P Foulkes

Some of the Delmar World specialists available at the new Heswall office

Multi-award winning Delmar World and sister company Perfect
Cruises open their new office in Heswall on Monday 12 August.
Delmar World specialises in travel – Perfect Cruises, as the name
implies, specialises in cruises and is only available in Delmar
World’s Heswall and Gresford offices. This second-generation,
family-owned business is run by directors Ann Anglesea and
Howard Davies, who are brother and sister.
Delmar World had its humble beginning in 1964 – their very first
sale was a day-trip bus ticket to Liverpool! From that modest start,
it has become one of the UK’s most respected independent travel
companies. As Howard explains: “Our success is founded on our
uncompromising approach to excellent customer service. All our
specialist advisers have extensive and different destination expertise
– they take time to understand every client’s interests and lifestyles
before creating bespoke itinerary recommendations. We all love to
talk travel and are not afraid to make suggestions to enhance the
overall holiday experience.”

Our mission is to change the way the Wirral books travel,
through our passion, expertise, service and values
Delmar World and Perfect Cruises aim to challenge the perception
many people have about what a travel agent can actually do. Unlike
agencies that only offer brochure package holidays and cruises, the
key advantage of this team of talented specialist advisers is that
they can tailor any travel experience for each individual client. For
example, you might want to take a cruise, but would like to add a
land tour or a self-drive itinerary, or even a pre- or post-cruise city
break. Canada-bound visitors can include a luxury rail experience,
island ferries, an Alaskan cruise, or even bear-watching. Australia
and New Zealand are becoming increasingly popular, but no two
itineraries need to be exactly the same. Delmar’s Aussie specialist
Adele says: “The permutations of routes, airlines and stopover
opportunities are almost infinite and that’s even before you get
there! Advice on how to put together the best land arrangements is
something only a specialist with first-hand knowledge can provide.”
The rest of the world is also covered because all Delmar specialists
get the chance to visit a new destination area each year and add to
their ever-increasing portfolio of knowledge.

“Delmar staff all show amazing depth of knowledge
and give sound advice having listened and
discussed our requirements. No hesitation in
recommending Delmar to our friends”
Mr T Rowland

The USA is a major destination. The America team is headed
by Howard who has covered 37 of the 50 states in over
190 transatlantic visits. Howard will be based at Heswall a
couple of days each week and, along with all the other destination
and cruise specialists, is available for fact-to-face appointments.
Howard is particularly fascinated by self-drive holidays, suggesting:
“A successful fly-drive itinerary is something that requires full input
from both customer and specialist. The opportunity to discuss
personal preferences, lifestyles and interests with a client is an
invaluable part of creating a truly bespoke experience. Too many
people make the mistake of believing that it’s as simple as joining
up the dots! No two itineraries I create are ever identical and my
experience helps clients understand why their holiday has evolved
the way it has, and ensures that some very common mistakes are
avoided. The greatest satisfaction for me is when a client returns
and thanks me for making the difference.”
Perfect Cruises operates the same model as Delmar World with a
team of specialists who have first-hand experience of most major
cruise lines. Perfect Cruises is exclusively available at Delmar
World. While appointments are not always essential, we do suggest
contacting the Heswall office to ensure you can meet with the
specialist best suited to your requirements.

“Truly fabulous customer service!
Nothing was too much trouble. Our booking
was quite complex and we changed our minds
a few times but they took it in their stride to
come up with a wonderful holiday”
Mr A Dustan

Before you book a holiday, book an appointment and
talk travel with a specialist
These days there are so many ways to book travel: online, regular
travel agents, holiday clubs and newspapers. The Delmar approach
is different because we offer a free specialist advice service before
you book, competitive pricing when you book, and the same level of
personal service and support after you book. All our key destination
and cruise specialists are available by prearranged appointment.
When you talk travel with our specialists you will be immediately
aware of the Delmar difference – and there’s absolutely no
pressure to book. We would rather you took time to make the right
arrangements than rush into booking something you might later
regret. Coupled with our expert, impartial guidance this is quite
simply a case of ‘Getting it right with the best advice’.
The true value of what Delmar World and Perfect Cruises has
to offer can only be appreciated if you have experienced it.
If you have a special holiday on the horizon that you want to
be perfect, don’t take a chance – call Delmar World today on
0151 363 6115 or call in at our Milner Road office.
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Looking back
In an article first published ten years ago, Tony Bradley, a former local
resident shared his memories of growing up in Heswall during the 1930s.
First house
Their first house was 6 West Grove, where I was born in 1928.
My first memories are of sitting in a pram at the top of the yard
and being knee-high to a policeman who was a lodger. Times
were hard. It was an idyllic time to be a toddler and then a little
boy however. West Grove and School Hill were traffic free and
next to the Park. My bosom companion was Thelma Mousley,
daughter of ‘Aunt’ Kitty a very good friend of my mother – also
out of domestic service – who was married to Jim a chauffeur/
gardener in a huge house with a very long ‘roomed’ garden in
Farr Hall Road. We played in the road and in the park pretty well
as soon as we could walk. It was totally safe. I still look down
on modern delphiniums because the ones in the park were well
over my head, so these days any delphinium less than ten feet
tall is puny by comparison with my toddler memories! We lived
opposite the Church School where I was to end up eventually.

The Mount

On my bike aged 21/2

Don’t knock nostalgia! It is also social history. A fleeting reference
to my father Bill Bradley in a previous issue has sparked off
many memories. He actually did not own the bike shop on the
corner of Downham Road. That was his brother Jack with
whom my father worked for a while. Jack overreached himself
financially building the shop which became the Library eventually
and went bankrupt. Bill had to find another way forward.

Family
My father and mother, Doris, did what many did in those days,
emerging from poor family backgrounds through domestic
service into shopkeeping. Bill’s parents were a gardener and
domestic servant in a large house in Childer Thornton. Like
so many, Bill went into the army in the war before he was 18.
He drove some of the first army supply lorries in France, was
gassed and then sent to East Africa. He never talked much
about his experiences, pretty traumatic for a country lad. His
brother Tom was killed in France in 1918. Doris was one of
three Kendrick girls from Buckley in Flintshire who came to
Heswall into domestic service. Kate married Fred Greenwood,
a shipyard worker who later became the caretaker of the
Parish Hall. Gladys married Bob Lamb, one of the farming family
who had a farm at the bottom of School Hill and fields dotted
around Lower Heswall, most of which now lie under new(ish)
housing developments. Doris worked in Styvelooms in the
Lower Village and then in Oldfield Road before she met and
married my father.
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Somewhere about 1931 we moved up to live in the Mount by
the bottom of Mount Avenue opposite the doctor’s surgery with
the Castle grounds across the road. The houses there were a
labyrinth and we lived in at least three parts of the buildings
before we settled in the shop which my father and mother
opened as the Cycle Shop in what is now a children’s clothes
shop. Starting up was difficult in the Depression with a history
of a bankrupt brother. They had £27 hard-earned to stock the
shop. All the stock was in the window, replaced when sold from
a very supportive wholesaler, Mr Bibby, who lived opposite Ness
Gardens in a house which I still look at with affection whenever
we visit the Gardens. Dad worked in a small repair shop at
the back and Mum kept the shop. She had started work as a
14-year-old in Buckley Co-op when the men were away at the
War and the training stood them in good stead. The Co-op
was always a force in our family economy. There was one at
the top of School Hill and later we went to the one at the top
of Pensby Road. I still remember the ‘divi’ number 48631
from my many trips to get things and going into Birkenhead to
collect the divi(dend) as it built up. Behind the shop was a yard
surrounded by corrugated iron sheds housing sundry stores.
Next to our shop was Alfred Male the builder and a lot of stuff
was based at the back. I well remember George Law who
worked for Males through my early years as a genial giant
who was great at knocking things down and, though I don’t
remember this so much, putting things up again.

Addition to the family
The shop prospered. By the time I was rising five and likely to
go to school they could afford another child and brother Alan
was duly born in 1933! After a while the tradition of domestic
service came full circle and we had help in the form of Mollie
Lightfoot, a school-leaver who was a great friend and support in
the next few years and sadly missed when she left. I believe she
became eventually landlady of the Glegg Arms. I learned to ride
a bike in the yard and my play area now extended to the Dales,
easily reached down Feather Lane. The kids on the block were
Phil and Audrey Stanley at that time.

the garages at the back. I had a great time watching all this
going on. I got into trouble one day when I returned from my
supervisory duties to tell Mum that work had stopped because
they were ‘buggered for bricks’! By this time the Castle had
been mainly demolished but we could play in the ruins. There
were mysterious half-demolished staircases which went down
into cellars! What’s all this about Health and Safety? The old
Castle grounds down to the Mount were not built on in my time,
though Castle Drive was built. Nor was the area latterly occupied
by Kwiksave. So we had an excellent area all through the war
for a variety of games. The ‘Buildings’ gradually grew a group of
kids, the Kirkhams at No 4, the Holfords, Ralph Jordan and his
evacuated cousin in the war, and several from Castle Drive. We
had a good time! We also had the area by the Hospital where
the Baptist Church now is as another wild area, with fabulous
blackberries. Later we spread to the Dales for larger space, not
so encroached on as now. This provided stimulating sledging
in the winters of ’40 and ’41 later and mini-cliffs of sandstone
from which we flew arduously constructed model aircraft to their
doom in the gorse bushes.

Local business

Fancy dress: Empire Day 1936

School
Although we were nearer the Council School I was bound to
go to the Church School, back to my roots! I remember the
first day walking into the HUGE, to a five-year-old, main hall
and meeting Mr Loose, the Head, a man to be respected in
every way. I progressed through the classes and teachers, Miss
Courtenay, Miss Leeming, Miss Greenwood, Mr Hughes(?) and
Miss Jones in a blur! The first two were the Infants and we had
a separate play yard. After that the boys had a separate yard
from the girls. Just as well because some of the yard games
approached sudden death. Stout Horses where we made long
crouching backs onto which others jumped until the whole lot
collapsed, the Whip where we linked arms and rushed round to
see how many were thrown off at the end. You had to join in or
be classed as a wimp but I soon worked out the safest places
to be!

I remember the businesses in Heswall particularly well because
many of them had carrier bikes on which errand boys (no girls!)
delivered to customers and my father was the local repairer.
He employed two mechanics, Reg Hensby from Thornton
Hough and Bob Anyon from Neston, who worked in a large
double garage at the back. One of my jobs was to take out the
bills for this work to the shopkeepers every three months or
so and I would stand and look at them earnestly so that they
paid straightaway! In the days before supermarkets the shops
marched up Pensby Road in their specialisms: Kellys the
bakers, Reddys the butchers, Meakins, bakers but especially
cakes, Tarbucks the fish, Egertons general grocers and so on.
On the opposite side was the Bon-Bon (no prizes for guessing
that), Ron and Ernie Banks – we called him Tango Banks, I
wonder if he ever knew. Then there was Marles for ladieswear,
Woodwards the butcher, the Post Office, Miss Lloyd newsagent
and bookseller with a copy of ‘Eves without Leaves’ somewhat
oddly for a pillar of the Methodist Church, in the window. I
wonder if she thought it was about the Garden of Eden! There
could be a lot more, and I am still in the Thirties, but I have
no doubt that I am testing your patience so I will call a halt at
this point!

Friends
My best friends were Peter Aylott and Fred Caldow. Pete lived
in Beacon Lane and Fred in Downham Road so our play area of
choice was the Beacons. We knew every inch of it. We skidded
down the ruts on the sandstone outcrops and got lost in the
rhododendron thicket. We had an old pram chassis which made
a terrifying ride down the steeper parts. The pools were reputed
to have drag down weeds so we kept out of those more or less.
In school Betty Potts was my chief rival for top swot. I remember
Derek Massey who became a butcher. There was Val Scott who,
if he is still around, may not wish to be reminded of joining me
in our cowboy suits to play the part of New Zealand sheep
farmers one Empire Day!

Castle Buildings
By 1936 Castle Buildings were being built. Charlie Peers the
builder was an old acquaintance of my parents. They were
ready to move on from the Mount, which I assume they rented,
to a place of their own. Mr Peers was keen to get his new
development occupied so a deal was done and Bradleys moved
into 1 Castle Buildings and set up the new Cycle Shop. Shortly
after T.A. Ball, Funeral Director, moved into No 2. Once the
family was settled it was completed by the birth of my sister Val
in late 1937. Gradually the rest of the shops were finished and

My parents, Bill and Doris with brother Alan
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Pensby Runners’
Litter Pick success

Pensby Runners scoured Heswall streets and byways last month
collecting 40 bags of cans, fast food wrappings and other
miscellaneous litter.
The club’s litter pick is an annual run/jog with members running
and picking up rubbish as they go along.
Club Chairman, Roy Fisher, commented: “During the summer
months we greatly appreciate being able to run along the many
beautiful footpaths around Heswall, Neston and beyond. This event
not only helps to keep them clear of rubbish but gives the members
a sense of community responsibility.”
Pensby Runners is one of Wirral’s best supported running clubs.
It provides opportunities for most abilities across road, trail and fell
disciplines. For more information, including how to join, visit their
website – www.pensbyrunners.co.uk
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New Presidents
for Sopromists

The Soroptimist International Club of Heswall & District welcomed
their new Presidents for 2019/20 at their recent AGM. Glenys Hunt
and Susan Donovan.
Glenys and Susan have a great programme planned for the clubs’
70th Anniversary celebration year with special events lined up to
support their chosen charities of Alzheimer’s Society, Wirral Young
Carers and Toilet Twinning in Heswall.
The Presidents hope to raise awareness of Toilet Twinning by
twinning 70 toilets in and around Heswall. Toilet twinning helps
bring clean water and safe sanitation to the world’s poorest people
by linking your loo with a latrine in Africa or Asia. Should you wish to
help, our website is www.sigbi.org/heswall-and-district.
The club meets twice monthly at Prenton Golf Club and has a
varied and interesting programme. Meetings commence at 7.30pm
on the 2nd and 4th Thursdays of the month.

COMPLETE ALUMINIUM
GLAZING SYSTEMS
Aluminium is a smart choice for any renovation
or homebuilding project. It combines strength
and durability in a lightweight material and
slim frames, offering clean designs that
allow light to flood into your home.

Contact us today to discuss
your next building or home
improvement project.
UPVC WINDOWS • DOORS • BI-FOLDS • COMPOSITE DOORS • CONSERVATORIES
Tel: 0151 334 7779 • Website: www.glazebright.co.uk • Email: sales@glazebright.co.uk
Unit 2, Mosedale Road, Croft Industrial Estate, Bromborough, CH62 3QZ

Do It Right with Glazebright
proud to have been awarded the Rock Door Trusted Trader
approval for supplying and installing Rock Doors. We are also
Certass accredited – this is a Government approved body that
certifies companies for the correct installation of all UPVC
products, assuring our customers that all our fitting teams have
been tested and approved. This, together with the 10-Year
Insurance Backed Guarantee gives customers peace of mind,
which is an important factor when choosing which company to
carry out their installation.”
For a free no obligation quotation, call Greg or Graham
now on 0151 334 7779

Glazebright is a family-run business with over 50 years’
experience bringing new and exciting products to their range.
These products include, A-rated windows in a variety of colours
and finishes, bi-fold doors in either aluminium or slimline uPVC,
triple track aluminium sliders – a good alternative to bi-Folds,
and an excellent range of standard patio doors. Our range is
available in leaded glass, bevelled glass or coloured leads and
all products are made to British Standard Kite Marks and
manufactured to the highest standards.
Greg from Glazebright told Heswall Magazine: “We have taken
our time to choose the right products at the right price for all
our customers and this, along with first-rate experienced fitting
teams and after-sales service, is an excellent formula. We are
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The Architecture of Herbert J. Rowse
By Iain D Jackson
As the luxury liner Scythia docked at Liverpool’s Pier Head on
Monday 13 December 1926, one of its passengers, architect
Herbert James Rowse, had a perfect view of the city he was about
to radically change with his banks, offices, theatre and ventilation
towers. No other architect has made such a profound impact on
this cityscape and region, with residential, mercantile, cultural and
infrastructural projects. Rowse was returning from a month-long
fact-finding trip to New York, where he had observed the latest in
American construction techniques and methods of integrating
building services. The sojourn would inform the detailed design
of Martins Bank headquarters on Water Street, following his
successful competition win nine months earlier – his largest
commission to date, received when he was 39 years of age.

Opposite the Bank, Rowse had also designed India Buildings, the
vast office building for Alfred Holt of the Blue Funnel Line. Rowse
proposed a grand ground floor ceiling height of seven metres, which
was also reflected on the rusticated exterior base, the vast expanse
of wall dispersed with rounded arched openings and clerestory
windows above. The mid-portion of the building is composed of a
plain grid of Portland stone punched with square windows, before
the restrained decoration of the attic stories and large projecting
cornice. It was rational, precise and abrupt, with only the slightest
flicker of emotion expressed from the Juliet balconies and keystone
scrolls. The Liverpolitan noted, ‘Straight and sheer, strong and
clearly stamped against the sky, it tells a story of its own. It leaves
the old age behind and looks gloriously to the new age … a
business vortex and the India Buildings stands firm in the centre.’
It was Rowse’s ability to reconcile the competing demands of
these buildings that singled him out to design the Mersey Tunnel
ventilation towers, as well as the entrances and toll booth plazas
in both Liverpool and Birkenhead. The George’s Dock Ventilation
tower with its Jazz Moderne decoration and delicate carvings by
Edmund Thompson and George Capstick is considered by many to
be Liverpool’s ‘fourth grace’, and despite it being a working piece of
industrial design its high-quality façades and imposing arrangement
easily compete with the other grandiose Pier Head structures.

Martins Bank, Liverpool

The commission, perhaps more than any other of Rowse’s works,
was the most complete and polished assembling of form, structure,
interior and sculpture. The sheer walls, stretching to nine storeys
tall, and flat figurative decoration presented something of a
different order to what had gone before in the UK. Its innovative
massing, structural approach and building services were blended
with a restrained classicism scaled to form a city block and applied
to a modern office and banking typology. The interior, especially the
banking hall, still reveals a luxurious array of materials set within
the most generous of proportions and carefully resolved spatial
arrangements and sequences. Coupled with Rowse’s extraordinary
attention to detail, inventive decoration and craftsmanship of the
highest order, this is a good-looking, sophisticated building, in the
vanguard of a business-responsive and utility-focused, commercial
design. It was perhaps the ideal commission for Rowse at that
time, offering the chance to incorporate American-inspired design
on a steel frame coupled with lavish interiors with eclectic historical
references. It would not be fair to view this commission as the
pinnacle of his career, because there was much to celebrate prior
and afterwards, but it certainly deserves the accolade of being
‘probably the best building of its kind in the country’.1
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Georges Dock Ventilation Tower

The three extract towers on the Wirral side of the Mersey lack
this fine cladding and decorative motifs, and are instead faced in
brickwork, relying on their geometric interlocking cuboid forms that
generate bold outlines and strong abstract forms. Here the humble
brickwork is carefully laid to create subtle patterns, relief and
shadows, the most dramatic being the colossal Woodside tower
built on the very edge of the river. Rowse did not view masonry
as somehow inferior to his Portland Stone work, indeed, his
Philharmonic Hall in Liverpool is a conquest of modernist brick
design, and his flats in Birkenhead’s St Andrews Square,
Camden Street (now demolished), with their brick parabolic
entrances created a refined and carefully proportioned design.

Arrochar in Rocky Lane

Woodchurch Cottages

Housing remained important to Rowse throughout his life. His
early student designs, whilst at the Liverpool School of Architecture,
included proposals for Port Sunlight, and at the end of his career
he also set out the award-winning plan and cottage designs for
Woodchurch housing estate after World War Two.

Like most architects, his first commissions were from family and
friends, including Millmead, a house for his mother in Willaston.
Rowse incorporated labour-saving gadgets such as an integrated
vacuuming device concealed in the skirting boards. In Heswall, his
wife’s uncle commissioned Allandale, a large family residence on
Farr Hall Road (now being used as care home accommodation).
Its relaxed Neo-Georgian style was carefully detailed and set the
standard for many other villas commissioned at this time in Heswall
and Gayton. Rowse’s practice was in Liverpool but after he got
married (to Dorothy Parry) they moved to Heswall, residing at
Arrochar on Rocky Lane. It was at Arrochar that he produced the
winning drawings for India Buildings and Martins Bank competitions.

He subsequently received further commissions in the town and
environs, including alternations to West Hey on Dawstone Road,
and Rocklands in Thornton Hough. Whilst preferring to work in brick,
at Garthlands on Gayton Lane, Heswall, he took an experimental
approach working entirely in concrete whilst still retaining classical
undertones and proportions. Rowse was a member at Heswall Golf
Club, and following a fire that destroyed the clubhouse in 1924,
Rowse’s competition design was selected for the rebuilding. The
west-facing loggia overlooked the course and River Dee beyond,
and its vaulted ceiling (now much altered) probably informed his
later work at Martins Bank. Following Rowse’s success and large
commissions, he left Heswall for the more salubrious quarters of
Chapel House, a substantial residence in Puddington, Wirral, which
amply housed his growing art and furniture collections. Despite
his increasingly large commissions he kept his practice compact
operating out of two offices in Martins Bank, delivering personal
oversight to all of his projects and relying on a tight-knit team of
trusted collaborators.

Chapel House in Puddington

Although Rowse continued to practice his interests gradually
diverted away active involvement in the business and he began
to spend increasing amounts of time in Anglesey (where he also
served as Sheriff from 1942 to 1943). In 1951 he sold Cae Llyn in
Rhoscolyn and purchased Pentre Gwyddel, a Grade II listed building
now surrounded by holiday lets that sit on its much-reduced estate.
Rowse produced an outstanding body of work sharing the
common threads of technological innovation, careful composition
and an insistence on quality. It was these three elements, coupled
with a desire to collaborate with artists, create lavish interiors and
never overlook the civic duty of architecture that fundamentally
steered Rowse’s approach. Liverpool is surely indebted to his
architecture, sculpture and landscaping, but without the smaller
commissions and opportunities he initially took on Wirral and
especially in Heswall, perhaps the city would look very different,
and surely not as good as it does today.
1 Liverpolitan

Magazine, 1(1) May 1932, 16-17.

Iain Jackson, together with Simon Pepper and Peter Richmond, have just written
the first monograph on Rowse, published by Historic England,
https://retail.historicenglandservices.org.uk/herbert-rowse.html
Allandale in Far Hall Road

ISBN: 9781848025493
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Miinus Kitchen

A Kitchen Design and
Supply Company that
dares to be different...
Oliver Green Kitchens (OGK) has been trading
since 2009, making this year our 10th birthday
year. We pride ourselves on caring about the
environment as well as every customer. The two
are not mutually exclusive. This is particularly true
today as there continues to be a shift towards
open-plan living and making the kitchen a room
that’s used for socialising, as well as cooking.
We believe the materials used in kitchens are
as important as the look. For some people with
allergies and other medical issues the right
choice of materials is paramount. In this respect
OGK is proud to be different. It’s one of only two
kitchen companies in the UK that can design and
supply the Miinus kitchen. This is an eco-friendly
kitchen developed and manufactured in Finland. It
was born from a quest to challenge how kitchens
are manufactured and adhere to rules on what
materials can be used. The result is an award
winning kitchen that’s kinder to the environment
but very importantly for us, it’s also a kitchen
that genuinely contributes to a cleaner internal
environment for customers.

Price Competitive
We recognise that eco-friendliness and
health qualities may not feature in your
list of requirements for a new kitchen.
Price and looks probably do. The good
news is that we are confident you will pay
less for a kitchen we design and supply
than you would elsewhere. Not only will
you be paying less, but you will also be
getting a better kitchen.

Put us to the test.

Contemporary Shaker Style Kitchen

We are passionate about kitchens. They
can be fantastic spaces, while at the same
time they can also be environmentally
better spaces. Customer by customer
OGK dares to be different, in a good way.
n
n
n
n
n

Design any style of kitchen
Supply any style of kitchen
Huge choice of finishes
Any colour
Handle, Handless or True Handleless

We can also:
n Project manage
n Arrange all trades
n Make your project hassle free
Modern Style Kitchen

Now at
Church Far m
We are moving to Church Farm and will
soon have new kitchen displays installed
but until then you can still find us there.
Come along and meet us. Bring the family.
Have a coffee and enjoy a cake. Planning
your new kitchen should be relaxed and fun.

Contemporary Country Style Shaker Kitchen

Telephone: 03333 234 687 n email: hello@ogkitchens.co.uk n website: www.ogkitchens.co.uk
Oliver Green Kitchens, Church Farm, Church Lane, Thurstaston, Wirral, CH61 0HW

U3A – Ten years
and still growing
In August 2009, just over 100 people turned up at Heswall Hall
in the anticipation of forming a new local U3A organisation.
A committee was quickly formed and a first meeting was held
on 14th September. That’s enthusiasm for you. Many of the
original group are still involved.
We now have about 700 members, many group leaders,
activity organisers, helpers and a group of Trustees to oversee
the organisation. There are roughly 60 interest groups ranging
from Antiques to What the Papers Say. Two meetings are held
each month (except August) covering both experienced
speakers and themed displays.
U3As are self-help, co-operative organisations run entirely by
the members for the members offering stimulating activities
and sustaining learning beyond the years of work. To be involved
is to increase wellbeing and the organisation is now well
established as one of the highlights of Heswall life.
At 11am on the 9th September, the Mayor and Mayoress of
Wirral will help us celebrate ten years of learning and laughter
with a visit to Heswall U3A in Heswall Hall. A tree will be planted
in Hill House Gardens and a cake will be cut to commemorate
the anniversary.
Come and join us to find out how to make life more interesting.
For more information, go to www.heswallu3a.co.uk

Lions take pride
in presentation

Annual exhibition of prints
and digital images
at Ness Botanical Gardens
16th September – 21st September
Free admission to exhibition
Club meetings restart on Friday 6th September
Membership is open to anyone interested in
photography whatever your experience or kit
– Camera or Phone
We meet on Friday evenings at 7.45pm at
St Peters Centre, Lower Heswall village.
Visitors and potential new members are very welcome to come along and see what we do.

The Lions Clubs of Birkenhead, Chester, Ellesmere Port,
Wallasey, West Kirby and Wirral recently presented a brand
new motorcycle to the Merseyside and Cheshire Blood Bikes at
Gordale Garden Centre.
The Bikers, who are all volunteers, transport urgent blood,
tissue samples and other items from hospitals to laboratories
and other venues throughout the UK.
The presentation by the Lions Clubs to Merseyside and
Cheshire Blood Bikes was the culmination of an 18-month
fundraising project by the combined Clubs which raised the
£7,800 needed for the new bike.
The photograph shows representatives from the six Lions Clubs,
the new motorcycle and several Blood Bikers.
For further information on the work of Lions Clubs in your
community contact Ken Fretwell on 0151 678 3597 or
Dave Forshaw 0151 648 9157.
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www.heswallphotosoc.co.uk
or find us on facebook

Evening near Hawkshead. Last years winning image by Ray Woolley

Hazelwell Gets Arty
Paperwork You Need
When Selling Your Home
As you would expect from a process of such importance, there is a
considerable amount of paperwork involved with selling your home.
A dependable estate agent will guide you through the process and
what you need to do, but it is helpful for vendors to be as informed
about the process as they can.

A Wirral care home opened its doors to showcase the creative
skills of its residents to friends, family and the local community
for National Care Home Open Day last month.
The Hazelwell, a residential, nursing, palliative and respite care
home in Heswall, joined thousands of other care homes around
the UK taking part in Care Home Open Day with a theme this
year of celebrating the role of ‘Arts in Care’.
The idea behind Care Home Open Day is to encourage local
people to visit care homes in the community and work together
to build long-lasting relationships.
The Hazelwell invited the community to join their residents for
a cup of tea and slice of cake and share the fun and enjoyment
of the day’s activities.
To showcase how The Hazelwell uses art for relaxation,
enjoyment and therapy, staff at the care home held art classes
for residents and visitors were able to view an exhibition of the
residents’ artwork.
The Hazelwell’s care home manager Sue Ball said: “We are
always looking at new ways of building relationships with the
local community and Care Home Open Day is a fantastic way
of bringing generations together.
“Here at The Hazelwell we use art therapy every week as part
of our varied activities programme. The Open day was an
opportunity to show visitors exactly what happens in our
art classes.
“We find creative activities are great for relaxation and stress
relief, as well as self-expression. Our classes are also good
social occasions as everyone can chat while they work and
share in what they have created. It was a lovely friendly
afternoon of fun.”
For more information about The Hazelwell contact Sue
on 0151 342 9654, email info@thehazelwell.com or
visit www.thehazelwell.com

Some of the paperwork you need in selling your home will likely
date back to the time you bought the property. It is advisable to
keep essential documents in a safe and secure place. As you plan
to sell your home, it is worthwhile collating essential documents
that will speed up the process as the deal progresses.

Arrange your documents in advance if required
Also, if you are unable to find a document, you may be able to
highlight this issue as early on as you can. Dealing with a problem
as soon as possible allows you to resolve it quickly. It is best to
minimise the issues that can arise when selling your home, and
collating your paperwork and documents in advance can speed up
the process, or remove the likelihood of some problems arising.
Any homeowner who has purchased their property in a relatively
recent timeframe should have an Energy Performance Certificate
or EPC. If you received this document within the past ten years
and you haven’t undertaken significant redevelopment work at your
property that would have altered the rating, you should be able to
re-use your existing EPC.
There is an online EPC register where you can review the most
recent EPC for your property. If you don’t have a valid EPC, you will
need to commission one. However, if you live in a conservation
area, or your home is a listed property, you may not need to obtain
an EPC before selling your home.

Collect your documents ready for use
A quick checklist of some of the relevant documents it is useful to
have when selling your home include:
• HM Land Registry documents detailing the title details
• Evidence of gas checks
• Any electrical work certification for your property
• Planning permission for significant work, if applicable
• Certificates for your windows, if applicable
Depending on the history and condition of your property, there may
be relevant documents about the condition or any work you have
carried out to resolve these problems. If there is anything which
indicates your property has had issues and that work has been
carried out at your home, it is advisable to have these documents
available to hand during the sales process.
As soon as you decide you wish to sell your home, you can instruct
a legal professional to review the documents. You may think it is
best to wait until there is a likely buyer in place for your property,
but there is nothing wrong with being prepared in advance. If you
have the time, taking specific steps in advance can speed up the
sales process, saving time and effort later on.
Selling your house can be challenging, but it is possible to take the
stress out of the situation. If you’re looking to sell your home, contact
Hunters and we’ll be more than happy to assist you.

Hunters, here to get you there…
240b Telegraph Road, Heswall, Wirral, CH60 7SG.
Telephone: 0151 342 2444.
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A Musical Recipe for Success

L’Orchestra dell’Arte

Take 55 classical musicians handpicked from various orchestras
in the North West. Add to this one professional conductor and
45 soloists – these are of mixed varieties including pianists,
violinists, opera singers, etc. Include a selection of some of the
most exciting, thrilling and luscious music ever written and mix all
of these ingredients together.
Spread the mix liberally over more than 220 concerts and events
and ensure that some 30,000 people get to attend over a period
of 10 years. The result is the musical phenomenon that is the
Orchestra dell’Arte.
The origins of this remarkable ensemble go back to the first
tentative beginnings of the Heswall Festival. It started when two old
friends, conductor Edward Peak and professional engineer and keen
musician Dr Valerie Warr met for coffee one day.
“I remember it as if it were yesterday,” says
Edward Peak, “we went into Valerie’s kitchen
and there on the table was a gigantic piece
of paper with a circle drawn in the middle
with the words ‘Arts Festival’ written inside it.
Knowing Valerie for many years and knowing
what a persuasive and indefatigable organiser
Edward Peak
she is I should have turned tail and run, but I
am now very glad that I didn’t!”
Edward was invited to write on that piece of paper events that
could be included in an arts festival. Before too long, such subjects
as music, poetry, sculpture, embroidery, theatre, flower arranging
and pottery covered it. With further applications of coffee, the entire
paper was soon filled to bursting.
The short version of the story is that this was the birth of the
Heswall Festival – within the amazingly short time of six months, the
first festival went ahead and featured 52 events in a 2-week period.
The following year had 104 events in a fortnight!

Valerie Warr and friends
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The first Heswall Festival (since then grown and developed into
the Wirral Arts Festival) featured a final concert. By virtue of many
years playing in orchestras in the region, Valerie had built up a
huge list of players with whom she had worked and this was the
perfect time to call together the best of these musicians to form
an ensemble for the festival finale. The concert was conducted
by Edward – his many years as performer and conductor with the
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra and as an arts presenter for
the BBC being perfect credentials for being a steady hand on the
musical tiller.
The event was a dazzling success and the performers were all
keen to keep the ensemble together. It was obvious that something
very special had happened and that here was a unique mix of
conductor, players and great music. This combination of conductor
and orchestra have ever since brought each year’s festival to a
rousing finish.
A suitably special title was needed and, very soon after, the new
ensemble first appeared in public bearing the splendid new title of
‘L’Orchestra dell’Arte’.
In their position as orchestra-in-residence, the Orchestra dell’Arte
is delighted to have been given the title of St George’s Hall
Orchestra in recognition of their ongoing association with the
magnificent neo-classical concert venue in Liverpool city centre.
Since taking up the position, Edward and the orchestra have
performed 24 concerts at St George’s featuring world-class soloists
such as pianist Stephen Hough, violinists Wolfgang David and Ofer
Falk, and opera star Kathryn Rudge.
The dell’Arte organisation isn’t content merely to perform
orchestral concerts – it also promotes two long-running series of
chamber music concerts, in Heswall and at the Atkinson Centre in
Southport. In addition, the full orchestra appears regularly at the
Parkgate Proms.
In conjunction with Culture Liverpool, the orchestra inaugurated
the UK’s first classical music exchange scheme for the UNESCO
Creative Cities of Music. Exchanges have already taken place with
the cities of Bologna and Hannover – a further exchange is already
fixed for the 2019/20 season.
To mark the tenth anniversary of the Orchestra dell’Arte, a very
special programme of concerts has been arranged. Continuing
with the practice of featuring top soloists, the orchestra will be
welcoming the renowned British cellist Raphael Wallfisch who will
join the orchestra at St George’s on Sunday 22 September to play
the cello concerto by Dvorak. The recording of the Dvorak concerto
by Wallfisch has been described as the best recording of the work
in 25 years – this concert is set to be a landmark in the North West
music scene.
Even though Dvorak’s concerto is perhaps the greatest work
composed for the cello it had a less than auspicious beginning,
being much revised and edited before it reached its final version.
The great composer Johannes Brahms corrected the proofs for the
concerto and professed himself a great admirer of the work –
praise indeed.
The concert starts with the thrilling Vienna Philharmonic Fanfare
by Richard Strauss. The orchestra started their first ever concert
at St George’s with this work and they felt it fitting to begin the
anniversary year in the same way. Strauss’s musical postcard work
Aus Italien (From Italy) completes the programme.
Future concerts in the anniversary season will feature violinist
Jack Liebeck who will play the violin concerto by Brahms and the
tenth year is rounded off with a fully-staged performance of
Puccini’s magical opera Madama Butterfly – don’t forget to bring
the Kleenex!
Like buses, tenth anniversaries seem to appear together – not only
is the Orchestra dell’Arte about to celebrate its tenth anniversary,
but Heswall Magazine is also in the same very happy position.

Sun Protection: Factors to consider
Sun protection is essential, but it is a massive industry with a
huge marketing machine – and as evermore ‘wonder’ products
are launched, it’s hard to know which to choose. Bombarded
by technical-sounding terms and an array of SPFs, UVAs,
UVBs and star ratings, I totally understand why so many people
feel bamboozled.
On a more serious note, the lack of clear, easy-to-understand
information means many people aren’t using the correct
sunscreen and this is a concern. So, here is my attempt to
shine a jargon-busting light on some of the most important
factors when it comes to sunscreen.

UVA vs UVB
Ultraviolet (UVA and UVB) rays are both emitted by the sun and
both harmful, but they attack the skin in different ways. UVB light
damage is focused on the outer layer of the skin (dermis) while
UVA penetrates deeper – into the epidermis and towards the
hypodermis (see diagram).
Many products claim to offer UVA or UVB protection, but which
should you choose? The answer to this one is simple: both.
Always look for products that state ‘broad spectrum’ as these
protect from both UVA and UVB light.

Anti-wrinkle Sunscreen
The serious health risks associated with sun exposure are
well documented. But if you are still tempted to skimp on
sun protection to achieve a tan, consider this: did you know
the sun is the single largest environmental cause of skin
ageing problems? This includes loss of collagen, lines and
wrinkles, pigmentation (sun/age spots), rosacea, etc.
Certain studies show the sun to cause a staggering 90% of
all skin damage.
So let me put it another way: Do you spend money on
skincare and anti-ageing products? Do you apply them every
day? If you answered ‘yes’, then why aren’t you protecting
yourself against the most damaging environmental cause of
all those signs of ageing? Considered in this way, sunscreen
is one of the best anti-wrinkle creams you can buy.
Most people prefer thinner chemical sunscreens because
they’re absorbed and aren’t visible. They often also contain
other beneficial ingredients such as peptides and antioxidants.
But, for certain people – with, for example, heat sensitive
conditions such as melasma and rosacea – physical products
can be a better choice; plus they provide immediate protection
whereas chemical products should be applied 20 minutes prior
to sun exposure.
There is no single right or wrong here, only the right product for
your skin.

Quantity vs quality
One of the many reasons that people still suffer UV damage is
by not applying or reapplying sunscreen correctly. You should
reapply every two hours when in strong sun, during the
summer months, skiing and most outdoor activities, and more
often if swimming. Regardless of SPF or claims on labels,
product efficacy diminishes over time and this is further
exacerbated by swimming and perspiration. And, just because
the sun may not be blazing down, UV damage will still occur.

Sunscreen vs SPF products

Which SPF?
SPF can be one of the most daunting decisions due to the
myriad options available on shop shelves. From Factor 8 (why
bother?) to Factor 50+, the options are overwhelming.
My advice is to always wear a minimum SPF30. This will block
97% of harmful UV rays and provide a high level of protection.
This is also easily achievable.

Chemical vs physical
Many people aren’t even aware that sunscreen products fall into
two clear categories: chemical and physical. As a rule, chemical
sunscreens tend to be a thinner consistency, like the creams or
lotions we wear every day, while physical protection is thicker.
The difference? Chemical sun products are absorbed and
convert UV rays into less damaging wavelengths of light;
physical sunscreens sit on top of the skin and remain visible,
creating a ‘barrier’ to slow down the penetration of UV light.

In spite of often inflated claims, no single product can block
100% of UV rays. But, using an antioxidant serum – either in or
with an SPF or under your sun cream – helps to neutralise free
radicals and further defend against damage, wrinkles,
pigmentation and ageing. Natural make-up that allows your
skin to breathe and provides SPF protection also helps. In clinic
we use Image I Conceal and Jane Iredale mineral make-up as
both provide SPF30 protection and actually enhance the skin.
My advice is to combine sunscreen with SPF30-grade make-up
plus skin products containing antioxidants and peptides.
Still confused? Ask an advanced skincare expert to advise you
on the best products for your unique skin and lifestyle.
Have a healthy, happy summer.

Tracey x
Serenity Clinic Ltd, 162 Banks Road,
West Kirby, Wirral CH48 0RH
T: 0151 625 6256
www.serenity-clinic.co.uk
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Have you protected yourself with
a lasting power of attorney?
The sad fact is that 94% of over 65s have not!

DON’T BE CAUGHT
NAPPING!!
LASTING POWERS OF ATTORNEY
FOR FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
AND HEALTH MATTERS

SINGLE: £175 FOR BOTH
COUPLE: £299 FOR BOTH
Call Mike Barnes at Wirral Estate
Planning on 0845 052 2757
Lasting Powers of Attorney and why all
adults should have them in place.
The lasting power of attorney (LPA) was introduced by the
Mental Capacity Act 2005 and came into being in October 2007,
replacing the previous Enduring Power of Attorney which had
been around since 1985.

There are two types of LPA:
1. For health and welfare matters
2. For financial affairs
The Act states that should you have some form of incapacity
(temporary or permanent) that prevents you from looking after
your own affairs, you must have appointed attorneys who can be
either family members or trusted friends to act for you under a
registered LPA.
Each LPA is a 20-page document and it has to be registered with
the Office of the Public Guardian.
The registration process takes eight to nine weeks and a fee is
payable to register each one. That fee depends on your level of
income. In some cases the registration fee is waived.
If you develop some form of incapacity then your attorneys can
act fully legally on your behalf under a registered LPA.

Visit our website:
www.wirralestateplanning.co.uk
Email: info@wirralestateplanning.co.uk
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What can happen if I don’t have an LPA in place and I am
unable to manage my own affairs?
1. The court of protection can and will appoint ‘deputies’ to
manage your affairs if no family member/friend quickly applies
to become your deputy/attorney. This becomes very arduous
and very expensive. Court appointed deputies would close your
bank accounts and divert all your income to the court.
2. Family members can apply to the court to become your
attorney for financial affairs only. This process can take up
to four months and costs can easily exceed £3,000.
3. Your bank can freeze your bank accounts; they can even
freeze joint bank accounts.
4. Social services will be in complete control of your health related
matters and can place you into a care home, possibly against
your or your family’s wishes.
Our prices to prepare both LPAs are: £175 for singles and
£299 for couples.

CARE HOME FEES

AND THE NEW PROBATE TAXES

COULD DEVASTATE
YOUR CHILDREN’S
INHERITANCE.
YOU CAN LEGALLY
AVOID BOTH
BY SETTING UP

A FAMILY TRUST

DRAWN UP BY OUR TRUST
SPECIALIST BARRISTERS
FOR AN INFO PACK CALL

0845 052 2757
www.wirralestateplanning.co.uk

ALL MAJOR CREDIT & DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED

Finding the Missing Peace

The Pet Column

By Abbas Hussain of Principal Pets

Birds Make Wonderful Pets
By Stephen G Baker

Birds make great pets and caring for them can be extremely rewarding
for the whole family. In addition to being beautiful to look at, birds are
inquisitive, intelligent and have a great capacity for learning. Most are
highly sociable and can develop strong bonds with their owners.

Milestones in life are of great significance. I am delighted to be
writing in the 10th anniversary edition of this magazine.
Congratulations to Jon and his team for producing consistently
(and on time) an excellent magazine.

Most birds would prefer a companion of their own, but if kept alone will
often bond with their owner. The enjoyment of caring for pet birds can
last a lifetime, with larger birds sometime living for 60 years and small
birds living for around 15 years.

I have just had the privilege of attending the ‘passing out ceremony’
of a group of Year 6 boys and girls. It was their last day at Primary
School and in six weeks or so they will be launched into the rather
bigger world of secondary education. It was most enjoyable. They
were celebrating what they had achieved and the people that they
had become since they arrived in the school. Approximately seven
years ago they faced a whole new world – some of them were
anxious and all them faced the unknown. Now they have to do it all
over again! Life’s like that. We just seem to get comfortable, find
our slot and then things change.

Birds are naturally acrobatic and need enough room to hop from perch
to perch, swing, play with their toys and fly a little. The size of the cage
is also dependent on how much time the bird will spend in the cage.
For small birds a cage of 30x45cm might be sufficient if the bird will
spend a lot of time out of the cage. The cage should be significantly
larger if there is more than one bird, or the bird will spend all its time
in the cage. Also, be aware of the spacing of the bars on the cage.
You don’t want the bird to be able to get their head through the bars
or they may hurt themselves.

As a Christian I have the assurance that despite the changes in life
I have an anchor. My anchor is none other than Jesus Christ – He
provides the hope, ‘both sure and steadfast’, ‘which hope we have
as an anchor of the soul’. An anchor is a heavy object attached to
a cable or chain and used to moor a ship to the sea bottom. When
life is changing, we need a fixed point of reference, an anchor to
keep us steady. One of the reasons for my being at the ‘leavers
assembly’ was to wish the children well and to give them the gift
of a Bible.
The reason I give them a Bible is that there is no other document
known to humanity that can give us stability and the fixed point of
reference that we need in life. To be confident in this life we need
peace, contentment and confidence that our life has real
significance. I believe the only way this is possible is to get to
know God, our creator.
But it would not be enough just having a Bible, reading the Bible
or even agreeing that the Bible is the Word of God. To anchor us
through life we need to trust God.  
It is the Bible that shows us our sin, that tells us of God’s love and
patience with us and that teaches us that ‘Christ died for our sins,
according to the scriptures, and that he was buried, and that he
rose again the third day according to the scriptures,’ 1 Corinthians
15. 3,4.
And it is the scriptures that announce, ‘Be known unto you
therefore, men and brethren, that through this man (Jesus) is
preached unto you the forgiveness of sins,’ Acts 13. 38, 39.
My prayer is not that you accept the accuracy of the Bible but that
you come to know the God of the Bible and His Son, Jesus Christ.
Then you will know true stability and an anchor for your soul.

Listen, watch or read more on my webpage,
www.findingthemissingpeace.co.uk

Bird Cages

Enrichment
Enrichment is the catchphrase today for those concerned with the
proper care of animals in our keeping, covering all creatures from our
companion dogs and cats to captive animals in zoos. We assume the
only animals not requiring enrichment are wild animals, whose daily
struggles to survive and thrive keep them quite occupied.
A wild bird has a busy life. Wild parrots, for example, spend over half
of their waking hours foraging and eating. Scientists believe that social
interaction consumes another 25% of their waking hours; crucial to
survival, feather maintenance takes up the last quarter of their waking
hours. Additionally, there is the constant threat of predator attacks
from all directions. As a result, I think we can concur that wild Parrots
do not have time to be bored.
So, to keep a caged bird from getting bored, we need to supply plenty
of toys to enrich their lives. These can include things to forage and
puzzle feeders to keep their attention. Change toys regularly and
introduce new puzzles to keep your birds from getting bored. It may
also be worth looking at perches around your home with window views
and maybe toys, so when your birds are out of the cages they have
areas around your home to keep their interest. This may also stop
them getting territorial around their cage.

A Balanced Diet
The range of birds is enormous, and they all have different dietary
requirements. Most companion birds, such as budgies, finches,
cockatiels and parrots, are hard-billed and are seed eaters. While
seeds are a popular choice, they may not provide all the nutrition a
pet bird needs. Bird food products are carefully formulated based
on studies of feeding habits of the birds in the wild. These should be
supplemented with low energy fresh foods to provide stimulation and
foraging opportunities.
Some human foods can be harmful to birds, such as dairy products
containing lactose (milk and cheese), avocados, onions, chocolate
and red meat, and should not be given to birds.

184 Telegraph Road, Heswall CH60 0AJ • Tel: 0151 342 9635
Email: info@principalpets.co.uk • Web: www.principalpets.co.uk
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All Things Auctioneering
With Cato Crane Valuers & Auctioneers and John Crane Fine Art

Firm advice sometimes, I think, is appropriate and urgently
necessary to protect people who are potentially unaware and
vulnerable. Alarm bells start ringing with me when I see full-page
newspaper adverts saying ‘Jewellery One Day Antiques Roadshow –
Sell for Instant Cash’! These travelling dealers might well be
reputable, but – as in all types of businesses – not all are, so
great caution is advised.
Most jewellery and silver dealers will value items on their weight
and the scrap or bullion value of the metal on the day of purchase.
They will weigh your item on digital scales and pay you by the ‘gram
weight’ or an amount per troy ounce in silver.
Now my point is this: you don’t sell mahogany chairs by weight!
It is by quality, design and attractiveness. This is actually how it
should be with silver and jewellery. The value of an item is
assessed by its quality, maker, condition, rarity and age, and
general desirability in today’s fashion-driven collectors’ market.

So the point of all this is simple. Consult a reputable auctioneer
and we will know the items that sell well and those which don’t –
and we will tell you! The seller and the auctioneer are on the same
side to get as many people as possible bidding on your valued
family treasures to get the highest price possible – not just an
unacceptable scrap value.
Collecting and displaying collections at home seems to revolve in
cycles and early, highly detailed Royal Doulton ceramic figures, in
my view, still make a statement in a home.

An ordinary silver teapot of 1930 is worth about say £150, but
a similarly sized example of 1750 by a good maker is worth many
times more; some early items are extremely rare and may be worth
a hundred times more than scrap value – a huge difference. Would
you know these special pieces? Would travelling buyers tell you?
Probably not.
In our auction this week we successfully sold a very small,
high-quality gold cameo brooch. There were no hallmarks or
maker’s marks on it, but it was an extremely fine quality antique
piece and weighed five grams – its scrap value was about £140. It
was advertised internationally and attracted many bidders with the
successful bidder paid in total just over £1,200 – eight times its
weight value! Again, a successful result for the seller.

A person’s private collection is a narrative of the person’s
personality. The illustrated figures of King Henry Vlll and three of his
wives will be offered for sale in the Cato Crane Interiors Auction in
August. We do have the monarch and all his wives in the auction,
and if you want six wives you can start the bidding at £500!

If you have a few minutes to spare during the summer it is always
worth checking your bookshelves and cabinets for long-forgotten
childhood books in good condition.
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The first edition of The Adventures of Mickey Mouse was published
in 1931 and a good copy would bring about £300 to £500 at
auction. Specialist subject books can also create great interest
and a fairly rare C18th small volume on the matter of keeping bees
made over £600 in one of our past auctions.
If you discover first edition books signed by the author, always be
careful as many were signed by secretaries and publishers! Many
of Beatle George Harrison’s autographs were actually signed by his
mum, Mrs Harrison, to save him time!
Prices of early maps seem to have improved in the last 18
months, having been in the doldrums for about 20 years or so –
notable cartographers, of course, being Speed and Morden.
Many framed maps we see do seem to suffer from brown spots
caused by damp conditions which encourages bacteria to flourish.
We have specialist restorers who have methods of removing the
fungus stains and we can advise accordingly.
Just in case any of my readers wonder about removal days, our
‘Removal Gents’ and I are out most days discovering items of
interest, making detailed list of clients’ goods, and LOTS of lifting
– but I do the photography! It’s not quite what you see on the TV,
but we all get on well and it’s a Happy Auction Family!

Almost finally… Don’t sleep on a fortune in valuable paintings.
There is good demand at the moment and if you are thinking of
selling, it could be a good time.

If we have a rainy summer up north, I am off to Bognor where it is
obviously the place to be for guaranteed sun-filled days!
And now, finally, congratulations to the Editor for ten years of
providing a quality magazine for the people of Wirral.
We can be contacted on 0151 342 2321. I look forward to
meeting you and if you are passing the office at 48 The Mount,
please pop in and say hello! Visitors are always welcome.
Follow us on Twitter @CatoCrane and also on Instagram.
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Shelf
Indulgence
By Margaret Murphy

28th August
George Alagiah
BBC News Presenter
4th September
Sir Alastair Cook
England’s former cricket Captain
9th September
Mark Radcliffe
Radio broadcaster, musician and writer
17th September
Max Hastings – Operation Chastise
19th September
Jon Sopel
Correspondent for BBC World News
25th September
David Baldacci
One of the world’s bestselling thriller writers
30th September
Andrew Wilson
Award-winning journalist and author
4th October
Jojo Moyes – The Giver of Stars
7th October
Ambrose Parry – The Art of Dying
9th October
Chris Ryan
Author, presenter, security consultant and
former Special Air Service sergeant
15th October
Jung Chang – Wild Swans
19th October
Heather Morris – The Tattooist of Auschwitz

Tickets on the website
or call 0151 342 7290
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Award-winning Wirral novelist, Margaret Murphy,
who pens thrillers as A.D. Garrett and Ashley Dyer,
recommends two books per month, across a range of
styles and a mixture of new and old.
In a Kingdom by the Sea by Sara MacDonald
HarperCollins, ISBN-10: 0008245193
Gabby has spent most of her marriage bringing up
her two boys largely single-handed, running a book
translation service, and fitting her publishing life around
her husband Mike’s busy international work schedule.
Her self-effacement and self-denial are heroic, and she
has been taken shamefully for granted. Approaching her
fifties, she wonders if Mike will ever slow down, and worries that she
will be forever stranded in London as her boys prepare to fly the nest.
But a surprise invitation from Mike to accompany him at his new
posting in Karachi gives her fresh hope. Then a shocking letter from
her sister reveals a devastating secret. Gabby is transported back to
her childhood home on the Cornish coast, and as memories unravel,
so too does her new life in Karachi.
I read In a Kingdom by the Sea in three enchanted days. Sara
MacDonald’s Cornish novels evoke the place brilliantly; it’s her home,
and her love of Cornwall in all seasons is evident in her dazzling
descriptions. But this novel is set in three very different locations:
London, Cornwall and Pakistan, each of which she summons with
equal facility: the growl of London traffic, the wild, windswept
seascapes of Cornwall, and the tense, colourful, nerve-jangling
danger of the streets of Karachi. MacDonald establishes parallels
between the constrained lives of women in Karachi, and Gabby, who
begins to see her own circumstances in a new light. The characters
are richly layered, and the story, told partly in flashback, is complex,
emotionally gripping, and packed with suspense.
Scrublands by Chris Hammer
Wildfire, ISBN-10: 1472255127
In the searing heat of Australia’s ‘Millennium Drought’,
journalist Martin Scarsden comes to a small country town
aptly named Riversend one year after charismatic priest,
Byron Swift, gunned down five local men.
Sifting through the ashes of a community ravaged by
a decade-long drought, and burdened by the notoriety
caused by the killings, Scarsden asks questions, forms unexpected
affiliations, and discovers that nothing is as it seems. Until the
shooting, Father Swift was well-liked in the town – even by the cranky
local kids – and the police officer who shot him dead had counted
him a friend. But why did a priest have an entire artillery of guns?
Are the rumours that he was a pederast true? And why should this
interest Australia’s security intelligence service? Scarsden slowly
pieces together the puzzle and becomes convinced that the town
harbours even darker secrets.
This immersive whydunnit evokes vividly the devastation of a
seemingly endless drought, the desperation of a dying town, and the
destructiveness of journalists out for a story at any cost. Hammer’s
description of a bushfire is visceral and terrifying, but one of the
great surprises for me was that it’s possible to survive such a fire –
a lesson which could stand as an allegory for the resilience of
Riversend’s townsfolk. Scrublands is satisfyingly twisty tale with a
strong sense of place – a perfect summer read. Just remember to
keep plenty of bottled water to hand.
Ashley Dyer’s Splinter in the Blood is now on sale in all formats from
Corsair, and The Cutting Room in hardback from William Morrow.
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Man up? What does this mean?
Be tough? Get it together? Hold it in?
By Kate Silcock
For some, this can be used as a flippant term and in no way meant
to be insulting or damaging. But when you look behind the words,
how can it not be? You’re telling someone to stop feeling, and
insinuating that, because of their gender, they should be tough.
How can than this be anything other than damaging for individuals
and society.
I was a little apprehensive about writing this – maybe because I’m
a woman and a mum, and not a man or a dad, that I feel somewhat
unqualified to talk about it, not wanting to offend, presume, or
insult anyone. But, more of me says ‘post’ than ‘discard’.
And here’s why: men suffer, men cry, men worry, men panic, men
weep, men feel, men hold it in, men try to keep it together, men
get lonely, men feel isolated, men get anxious, men get depressed,
men get sad, and men take their own lives too.
When I think back to when our first child was born, I want to kick
myself for not asking how my husband Harry was doing. I’d been
through a traumatic labour and had taken a while to recover post
labour and Harry had been incredible. He’d watched his wife go
through a worrying nine months of pregnancy: emotional, hormonal,
uncomfortable, worried, anxious and, quite frankly, a bit of a mess.
Yet, he never showed any sign of stress. He took on board my
worries, my stress while keeping me sane, and it didn’t affect him
in the slightest.
Only it did.
He watched me become quite poorly quite quickly after the birth
and he didn’t say a thing. He was handed a baby that he didn’t
know, hadn’t grown, and now felt every eye in the room watching
him. He took our baby and held her. He fed her. He changed her
nappy. He soothed her. He comforted her. He did what I was
supposed to do, what I wanted to do, but couldn’t.
After eight days of post-birth recovery I was able to ‘get it
together’, but I didn’t ask him how he was. I cried, panicked, got
so overwhelmed that I couldn’t function, but he did. He coped;
he functioned. He kept it all together. For me and for his new
little family.
And it struck me – who was asking him if he was alright? Who was
checking that he was okay?
No one. He was a man; therefore, he was okay. Men don’t get
anxious. Men don’t need to talk or worry or feel low or depressed.
Men don’t need reassurance.
But you see, they do.
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They feel as much as we do and it’s terrifying to think that some
men feel they can’t speak out, speak up, or tell people how they
hurt, how they’re suffering, how they too worry about the same
things that women do: parenthood, finances, relationships, body
image, societal pressure, work, insecurities, health anxiety, OCD,
postnatal depression, general anxiety, PTSD – the list goes on…
It’s all real.
It’s hard for anyone, male or female, to admit that they’re
struggling, I’ve been there. But what I have found is that women
tend to open up and chat about it a little more than men. Maybe
for women there are more opportunities to talk: maternity leave,
mum groups, lunch, baby groups. Men usually get two weeks
(some less, some more) and then they are back to their work, their
domain, their world before kids, and while this can be a luxury (and
one I’ve resented at times), it’s also an escapism, a distraction to
what’s really going on inside.
But this doesn’t solely apply to dads. Life is hard, regardless of
gender, age, or any other demographic factor. We should all be
aware of the support available and encourage each other to talk
and communicate. Dads, stepdads, single dads, dads to be, men
who aren’t dads, the who don’t want to be dads. The men who feel
life is hard. The men who feel they must put up a pretence. The
men who don’t want to be hugged. The men who do want to be
hugged. The men who don’t want to be judged. The men who don’t
want to be asked. The men who do want to be asked. The men
who don’t want to talk. The men who do want to talk. The men who
mask their insecurity and social anxiety with confidence, sometimes
arrogance. The boyfriend, the partners, the fiancés, the husbands,
the sons… the men. Please know that you’re loved, you’re loved
beyond words and appreciated more than you know. But please
know this, it is more than okay for you to say what you feel, to say
what you’re going through, to say that you’re not okay. You are so
important to a lot of people and you matter too. Be kind to your
mind, be brave and speak out. You deserve help and support too
and you most certainly do not need to ‘man up’.  
To connect with Kate Silcock, follow her on Facebook and
Instagram @flourishwithkate and @aliceinworryland
Kate is a freelance writer and offers content packages, well-being
workshops and social media training to local business, for more
details, please email kate@aliceinworryland.com.
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